
TDHCA 2018 Application Uptick! 

Are you ready for what’s next? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the 2018  Application Uptick!  It’s another year to wade into the new and improved rules for the upcoming 9% tax credit cycle.  With this presentation, we hope to prepare you to successfully submit a clean Tax Credit Application.  We’re going to tell you how to submit it, offer advice on what should go into it and try to keep things interesting while we do it.  This presentation won’t tell you everything you need to know to put together a Tax Credit deal.  That’s not something we can teach you.  It will, however, tell you what we’re looking for in a good Application.  



This presentation is to help explain the application 
process and there are descriptions and pictures of 
the application throughout. This presentation is 
NOT A RULE and it is not a policy statement.  Staff 
and the Board make determinations on the basis of 
the wording of relevant statutory provisions, the 
QAP, and the Multifamily Rules – not ancillary 
materials.  It is stated repeatedly later in the 
presentation, but applicants must read the rules 
because they are the benchmark by which all 
questions about the application will be determined. 
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Just so you know… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just read this verbatim.



•  We anticipate that this webinar will take 
around three (3) hours, depending on how 
much time we spend answering questions. 
•  We have breaks built in. 
•  You are on mute.  Don’t be afraid… 
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Housekeeping 



Remember me??? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know you have questions.  We can see your furrowed brow.  You are on mute and you are not sure how you feel about that.  Don’t worry!  If you have questions as we’re going along, you can enter them on your computer screen.  On the right-hand side of your webinar screen you should see this (click)  If you only see the strip with the icons, just click on that arrow to expand the menu.  You list may be different, but it should include an option for questions.  Click on that toggle (click) and you get a space where you can enter questions.  Enter your questions as they come to you.  We will be collecting them and writing out answers while we present the material, then when we get to our planned Q&A points, we will answer questions.  If we cannot answer your question at this time, we will let you know.We’ll give you several opportunities to have things clarified but we don’t want to slow the presentation down with random interruptions . So enter your questions as we go and we will take some time to answer them.Also, if your are listening though your computer and the audio is not that great, switch over to the phone.  It has much better sound.  Click the audio button up there on your menu for call in information.



Multifamily Finance Division 
• Marni Holloway – Division Director – 512-475-1676 
• Teresa Morales – 4% Administrator – 512-475-3344 
• Sharon Gamble – 9% Administrator – 512-936-7834 
• Andrew Sinnott – Direct Loan Administrator – 512-475-0538 
• Jason Burr – Database Administrator – 512-475-3986 
• Patrick Russell -  MF Policy Research Specialist – 512-475-3986 
HTC Program Specialists 
• Liz Cline-Rew – 512-475-3227 
• Nicole Fisher – 512-475-2201 
• Elizabeth Henderson – 512-463-9784 
• Shannon Roth – 512-475-3929 
• Ben Sheppard – 512-475-2122 
Direct Loan Program Specialists 
• Marie Esparza -  Loan Program Specialist – 512-475-3933 
• Cris Simpkins – Loan Closing Specialist – 512-475-3433 

photo credit: 416style <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/20532289@N00/101363593">untitled</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our cast of characters for 2018 appears before you now and the Multifamily Division is now 13 strong.  We have added Marie Esparza to our group since last report.  If you plan to take advantage of any Direct Loan funds this year, you may get to talk with her.  Here is our phone contact information.  If you prefer email, the format of that is the same for everyone.  It’s “firstname-dot-lastname@tdhca.state.tx.us.”  Every TDHCA employee, from the executive director on down, can be reached by email that way.  Either way you choose to reach out, any one of us would be glad to assist you.  



Real Estate Analysis 
• Brent Stewart – Division Director – 512-475-2973 
• Tom Cavanagh – REA Manager – 512-475-0322 

 
Our Unmatched Underwriters 
• Gregg Kazak – 512-475-2050 
• Duc Nguyen  512-475-2691 
• Jeanna Rolsing – 512-936-7820 
• Diamond Thompson – 512-475-3915 
• Johnathan Conley – 512-475-3872 
• Laura Rogers – 512-475-4573 
• Greg Stoll – 512-475-2319 

 
 

 
 

photo credit: 416style <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/20532289@N00/101363593">untitled</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to Real Estate Analysis, they’ got some new folks and will be a great resource for you when you need them.  They continue to uphold the highest standards of the tax credit world.  They will examine your financing and strip to the bone whatever is there to verify that your numbers are as accurate as possible.  Don’t let that scare you, just send in legit stuff because while to some it’s a job, to this group, it’s fun.  Welcome to Johnathan Conley, Laura Rogers and Greg Stoll, who will be tearing into your documents in their first 9% round.We know that due to all of the weather events that have caused such severe damage to housing in this state and the surge in both labor and supply costs, that the numbers in 2018 may be quite a bit higher than prior years.  REA is taking these things into account as well and will set credit amounts as they deem appropriate, with these things in mind.  We encourage you to work with them closely so that the end result is good affordable housing in good places for the people of this state.



What to Expect 

We will cover: 
– 2018 Timeline 
– Submission Procedures 
– Totals, Limits and Afterward 
          ***BREAK*** 
– Completing the Apps 
– New, Changed and Gone 
– Q&A 

photo credit: AJC1 <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/47353092@N00/9568156463">Feedback checklist</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> 
<a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, now that the introductions are over, here’s what we’re going to talk about today.Today we’re going to cover the timeline that you’ll have to meet;We’re going to tell you this year’s submission procedures for both pre and full app;We’ll look at this year’s funding;We’ll take a break and then we’re going to go through the application, show you what needs to go where and where rule changes become relevant we’ll try and explain the adjusted expectations to you;We will stop at certain points to answer questions that have been submitted.And we’re going to start with this year’s timeline.



2018 Timeline - §11.2 
• 1/04/2018 - Application Acceptance Period Opens 
• 1/09/2018 – Pre-Apps & Waiver Requests Due 
• 2/16/2018 – Application for FTP Access if no pre-app 
• 3/01/2018 – Full Apps Due (incl’g 3rd Party Reports and §11.3 Resolutions) 
• 4/02/2018 – Market Study Due 
• 5/01/2018 – Third Party Requests for Administrative Deficiencies  
• Mid-May – Final Scoring Notices Issued for MOST competitive Apps 
• 6/22/2018 – Public Comment to be included in the Board  
• June – List of Eligible Apps published 
• Late July – Final Awards 
• Mid-August – Commitments Issued 
• 11/1/2018 – Carryover 
• 7/01/2019 – 10% Test 
• 12/31/2020 – Placement in Service Deadline 
• 5 business days – Administrative Deficiency Clearance date 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new timeline is still found in its old place, subsection 11.2 of the QAP.  Please review the actual list, as what you see here is a modified version.  There is more detail in the actual subsection so be sure to look that over and be prepared to meet these deadlines.  You will see in the rule that any non-statutory deadlines carry the possibility of up to a 5-day extension but we discourage any excess attention being paid to that.  If you genuinely need an extension by all means get it but we prefer that you focus on meeting the deadlines AS PRESCRIBED.  As you see,The Application Acceptance Period opens January 4th and Pre-Apps are due by January 9th. January 4th is a date that several things count from, but it’s not a date that we’re looking to receive anything from you.  Judging whether your old ESA is too old, you’d count from this date.  Things like that. I want to highlight the Third Party Deficiency there, about halfway down.  The due date for this has been moved to May 1st. They’re due a full month earlier.  Be mindful of that as you’re checking out your competition. The electronic filing agreement is due Feb. 16th if you’re not doing a pre-app.  If you ARE doing a pre-app, and most of you are, your pre-app IS your filing agreement and we’ll cover that in a minute too.The date by which public comment must be received in order for it to be presented to the board for consideration is now June 22nd.    Any comment that comes in after that date may not be included in the information that the board receives for consideration.  If you’re going to encourage people to send in positive comments for your Development, be sure that they are aware of that date.  As usual, public comment can come in by email or regular mail, but after June 22nd the only one who may hear or see it, is us.At the bottom there, you will still have 5 days to clear Administrative  Deficiencies.  Remember that getting your response turned in at least a day early is advised.  Some deficiency responses aren’t sufficient in their first incarnation and if we don’t see it until 4:00 on your 5th day, you may not get a chance to fix that.  Remember, we have to be able to review AND clear your deficiencies so the fewer you have the less of an issue that deadline becomes. Therefore your goal should be as few errors as possible.  The rest of the list is as it was.  Your full apps and 3rd party reports and resolutions are still due together and that date is again March 1st.  Your full market study is still due the first business day of April, which this year is April 2nd  but remember that the Primary Market Area Map has to come in with the full application.  That part of your market study has to come in March 1st, WITH your full Application.  QCP documentation must also be in March 1st and all of your de-concentration resolutions as well.  That’s your 2x/capita, 20% census tracts, one-mile 3 yr and two-mile same year.  Any violations of these will need resolutions.  Same as always.



Pre-application deadline is January 9, 
2018 at 5:00 p.m., Austin local time 

photo credit: JuditK <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/37230837@N04/5024772809">Grains</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 

Do Not Let Time Run Out!!!! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t usually see many problems with pre-application submission, but don’t let that make you procrastinate!  In early December, we will post a template of the pre-application so you can see what it looks like and what is required.  On January 4, we will post a link to the live document, and you will have until the deadline to enter the pre-application online.



Full Application deadline is March 1, 
2018 at 5:00 p.m., Austin local time 

photo credit: JuditK <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/37230837@N04/5024772809">Grains</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 

Do Not Let Time Run Out!!!! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we want to remind you that on the full application deadline, many of you will be attempting uploads throughout the day.  This is good.  For those of you who intend to wait until 4:30, that’s not so good.  You are advised to give yourself time for your full upload.  Remember, it has to be fully uploaded by 5:00 p.m. Austin local time, which is Central Time.  There’s no prize for being the last in, so please start early just in case something goes wrong.  Getting it in a day before the deadline gives you even MORE time to correct so if you’re finished early, upload early.  Catastrophes with your computer crashing, software incompatibility or MAC vs PC issues will not change this deadline, so give yourself the time to address problems if they happen.  We’ve been through this enough times to know that problems come to those who wait so take this seriously and do not let your time run out.  



Submission Procedures 

Pre and Full Applications 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’re going to touch on how to turn your Applications in and we will cover both the pre-app instructions and those for the full Application.



Application Submission 

We’re Electronic…Again! 

photo credit: haslo <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/80288388@N00/16280261890">020/365: Number 7</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Click)  Now this is going to be true of both pre and full app submissions.  Submissions must be made via the internet so that means you will have no physical items to submit for your pre and full apps except checks and payment receipts.  Your application documents, all attachments and exhibits will be submitted via the internet and we’re going to go over both submissions in a bit of detail in just a second.  For now, though, we’re going to talk about the checks.  



Checks and Receipts 

If you’d like a receipt, provide this one with your submission. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Checks may be overnighted, sent by regular mail or hand delivered and all methods should be accompanied by this receipt, found on the “Apply for Funds” page of the TDHCA website.  If you are taking the nonprofit discount, show your math.  Hand delivered checks will get this receipt initialed at the time of delivery but that will not happen with overnights or mailed checks.  If you choose the overnight option, be sure to put the check, receipt and nonprofit support, if using, into the package before you send it out the door.  You wouldn’t think it could happen but the rare empty envelope has arrived.  Also, another division processes overnight envelopes and they need to know why the check was sent in and which division it belongs to.  This receipt form helps to do that.  Your carrier’s tracking will be your confirmation until your receipt is processed and returned to you.  We won’t do phone confirmation so if you overnight or simply mail this time, remember, your tracking will have to suffice until your receipt arrives.  We DO NOT recommend using regular mail service to send your payment, as mail delivery to state office buildings requires extra processing that adds an “unplannable” number of days to the delivery.  If you decide to use regular mail, you are assuming this risk. 



2018 Pre-App - §11.8 
Due 1/09/2018 by 5:00 p.m. 

Austin local Time  
Fees:  $10 / unit 

10% discount for nonprofits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Submission procedure for pre-app is what we’ll cover next,  Remember the due date, January 9th by 5pm.You will send a check that accounts for the full amount of your fees, that being $10 per door. If the application includes a nonprofit, provide your documentation of nonprofit status with your check and go ahead and take 10% off. And we’re sticking with last year’s submission method.



  

• Completely online 
• Type in some fields, dropdown boxes for others 
• New fields will appear for data requiring multiple 

entries. 
• Upload evidence items 
• Application number will be assigned 
• Changes possible until the official 5pm deadline 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JotForm has been very good to us these last few years and it’s back for 2018.  JotForm makes the submission of your pre-application a breeze. It’s is third-party document sharing program that saves paper and CDs for our process.  It’s completely online, simple, you’re basically just filling in or selecting fields.  We’re going to let you see some of the steps but if you have used this before, you can attest to the simplicity of this program. We will place a pdf template of the pre-application on our website in early December so you can see what it looks like (you cannot submit this), and the live form will go up on January 4. Again, that doesn’t mean that you can wait until the last minute.  “Easy” doesn’t translate into “only takes 2 minutes.” Making your entries won’t be hard but it will take time.  Allow yourself time to get your pre-apps in cleanly, completely and with the correct documents attached to the correct file.  As for our bullets up there, JotForm is completely online and is really easy to use. The simplicity of the layout should put any new ones among you at ease and you will get to see some of it in a second.Some items you will type in, some items you’ll select from dropdown boxes. For things where several entries are expected, like Elected Officials, when you begin typing the first entry, a new box will appear for your second entry and your third until you finish listing them all.  You will also upload some information, that being site control documentation, a census tract map, and a disclosure of any undesirable neighborhood characteristics related to crime and schools.  Remember to attach those.  When you initiate your pre-app, you’ll get a confirmation email with your assigned app number on it.  This will also contain a link that will allow you to go back and edit your submission.  You can make changes until the 5pm deadline.  After that, the form will lock so hit “enter” for any changes BEFORE the 5pm deadline.   That’s the overview.  



http://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/multifamily/apply-for-funds.htm 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re going to show you some of what you will actually see when you begin using JotForm.  First, how do you get TO JotForm to begin with?  You will get to the pre-app via a link on the Apply for Funds page, the address of which is at the top there.  Click on the link for the pre-app and it will take you to this page.  This is where you will initiate your pre-app.  If you are the person responsible for communicating with the Department as it relates to the pre-application, then your email address is the one that goes here.  You will enter the development’s name and hit the “Begin Pre-Application”  button at the bottom.  Once you do that, you’ll get your confirmation email that will look like....



http://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/multifamily/apply-for-funds.htm 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
…this.  You will enter the number assigned when you start your pre-app.  You will notice there that I have the number 1.  That’s because I didn’t use the real form but when you initiate your own pre-app, you’ll get an actual 2018 Application number and that number will follow your deal from pre-app to award and beyond.  You will also receive a confirmation email at the email address you gave the software.  That email will contain the same link you see in this page, so if you are not ready to start yet, you don’t have to.  You can use the link to go back into your pre-app any time you’d like to make a change, a correction or upload more documents.  Some of you will complete your pre-apps in one sitting, some of you will start and stop.   Whichever method you use, the program won’t get in your way.  Until 5pm on the deadline, you can go back into your pre-app as many times as you like, to make changes or additions.  At 5pm on the deadline, that’s all she wrote…or rather that’s all YOU’LL get to write.  



Do Not Use All Caps 
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Presentation Notes
When you begin the filling in of your pre-app, this is the first screen it will give you.  You will enter your number here but before you begin filling in the other blanks, you’ll get one instruction.  Down there on the left it says DO NOT USE ALL CAPS.  Why do we say that.Some of you know that we take the data from JotForm and download it directly into a database to create things like the submission logs, which you all want immediately after pre-apps are in.  That log will not be produced with some entries shown in all caps. If you traditionally use all caps to save time in filling out forms, doing it this time will actually create MORE work for you, not less. In the event that anyone does use all caps, you will receive an email instructing you to go into JotForm and fix that.  We will not make this correction for you, you will have to do it yourself.  So save yourself some extra work and do not use all caps.If it is after 5 and you can’t get back in, congratulations, you just slowed down the posting of the pre-app log.  



Super Simple Layout 
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Presentation Notes
As for the form itself, the layout is very plain, some would say boring but it’s simple, very clean and not distracting.  You will type in some items, like your contacts, your elected officials names, physical and email addresses.  Dropdowns are provided for other things, like your development type, target population, urban or rural designation.  The things where the choices are known, you’ll get dropdowns or checkboxes and simply have to select.  For the rest, you’ll enter the info yourself.  You really can’t get much simpler.



Smart Blanks 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of these are smart blanks as well so they do things like add up your total units and calculate your Self Score and your Pre-App fee for you.  It won’t allow you to skip required blanks and in the case of the census tract, it won’t let you put in fewer than 11  digits.  It won’t catch a wrong digit, but it will prompt you if you’re a digit short.Whether you have or haven’t submitted your check, this page will allow you to tell us that.  Some of you will send in checks before your pre-app is done and we’ll try to match checks to pre-apps as they come in.  That’s why there will be no phone confirmations.  We will in fact be too busy.  Anyway, if you’re turning in your pre-app and haven’t dropped your check yet, select “No” here and you’ll get that reminder at the bottom there about turning your fees in on time and in full.  If you select “Yes”, ((click once)) the software will present a box to you for the check number. Just enter the number of the check you’ll be sending so that we can match it when it arrives in the mail.



Quick word about Pre-App Fees 
• Per §10.901(3)(A), there is a $10 per 

Unit pre-application fee. 
• §10.201(1)(A) allows for an 

opportunity to correct pre-
application fees that are underpaid.  
If, for some reason, you don’t 
calculate your $10 per door correctly, 
you will now receive a deficiency, 
giving you three business days to 
submit the correct amount.  

• If you fail to meet that deadline, your 
pre-application will be terminated at 
that point. 

Review §10.901 for more information about 
fees, including refunds. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Back to Smart Blanks… 
New blanks will appear when you need them. 
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Presentation Notes
Okay, back to features of the form. The intuitive nature of the form is that certain blanks for some items will appear when you need them.  This is a great feature because it saves space.  When you get to your census tracts, there are five total blanks available.  For elected officials, there are 25 but you’ll only see one to begin with.  When you enter your first tract number or official, a second box appears, in case you need it.  If you don’t, just move on to the next section and the extra blank may disappear and you can move on.  You’ll see this feature in a few places and you get used to it pretty quickly.  This particular view is part of the “Notifications” section and you’ll see a couple of smart boxes at the top.  Those keep appearing for you.  Once you type in your first letter, a new empty box will appear for you and as you can see, number 14 is there waiting for your next official.  If you need more than 25 spaces, just upload the rest using the “Other” box at the end of the pre-application.Under Neighborhood Organizations, you see a question, “Are there Neighborhood Organizations”.  If you say no, the form will remind you that you are making an affirmative statement that you know of no organizations.  MAKE SURE YOU ARE CORRECT ABOUT THAT.  If you answer yes, you’ll get more things to fill in.  You get name and address boxes and when you start typing into the first set, another set will pop up with “Neighborhood Organization 2, 3, 4, etc.” above them.  So the program doesn’t waste space.  It will give you the boxes, anticipating more entries and if you don’t need them, it doesn’t waste room on them.  That’s my favorite feature with this tool, I think.  It’s very big on efficiency and that’s just respectful in my mind.  



Adds Up the Self Score for You. 
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Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier with the fees, the program will do some of your adding for you.  For the self score, all you have to do is select the number of points from the dropdowns and when you’re done, your score will be there for you, at the bottom of the page.  Each of the items has a dropdown and I’ve opened one for you to see there at the bottom.  You’ll notice that “zero” is a selection.  If there are points that you’re not going to take, leaving the space blank isn’t an option.  You have to have an entry anywhere there’s a red star, so zeros have been provided so that you can make an affirmative selection of “no points” wherever you need to.  Each section is scored, and you’ll see totals appearing as you go along.  You can see the “High Quality Housing” total there. The grand total will appear at the very bottom (it’s on the right up above for illustration). 



The last page before submitting. 
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Presentation Notes
The next page you’ll come to, after the self score, is the Attachments and Certifications page.  This is where your uploads will go.  And this is part of what you’ll see.  First, before you upload anything, there at the very top of the form we tell you that by submitting this pre-app, you’re signing your electronic filing agreement.  All of the information that we’ll need to set up your Serv-U account is contained in the pre-app so we’re going to use that rather than having a separate form.  That’s why you’ll want to make sure that the person who is responsible for communicating with us is given as the primary contact in the beginning of the pre-app.  Once we have your pre-app, we’ll set up your Serv-U accounts, ready for you to upload your full applications when it’s time.  Of course if you’re not going to turn in a pre-app, then you WILL need to complete a separate filing agreement and turn it in by February 16th.  That due date is official, it’s on the timeline that I showed you earlier.  So remember, February 16th if you’re not doing a pre-app.  That way your Serv-U account will be ready too.Continuing on this page, you’ll see buttons to help you upload your site control documentation, your census tract map, and your amenities list. When you’ve done that successfully, your document will appear as a link below the upload button.  You see those blue links there. Site control and a census tract map are required of everyone. A list of high opportunity amenities is required for those seeking such points under Opportunity Index or Concerted Revitalization Plan. Some of you will also upload waiver requests and Undesirable Neighborhood Characteristics disclosures as well, if you have a violent crime or a school issue to report.  You will disclose any other Undesirable Neighborhood Characteristics after pre-app.  There’s an “Other” spot, below the two you can see on the screen, where you can upload waiver requests and any other pertinent information.  Upload as many pages as you need to.  There is capability to upload several documents.  There’s plenty of room. I don’t have a shot of it but At the bottom of this page you’re encouraged to test your uploads before submitting, and it tells you how to do it.  Be sure your uploads will open because you don’t get to resubmit those items after the deadline.  If they don’t open when you test them, delete and re-upload them.  Make sure they work for you before you submit the pre-app because without them, your pre-app can be terminated. 



Some changes (not all)... 

• §11.8(b)(1)(F) requires map of the census 
tract with an outline of the proposed 
Development Site. 

• §11.8(b)(2)(C) Notifications has a couple of 
new requirements at (ii) and (iv). 

• §11.9(e)(3)(E)  pre-application-to-Application 
point differential reduced from six (6) to four 
(4) points. 
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Watch the Pre-application Webinar 

for a Super Tutorial on the JotForm Pre-app! 
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Presentation Notes
For a live demonstration of the JotForm software, take advantage of the webinar that was put together in 2015 to introduce it.  This tutorial is based on a different application year but the same software.  It shows you the software in action and you’ll have a better idea of what to expect.  It’s really good and it’s still relevant, even though we’ve changed a page or two.  You’ll get the basics of the software and how it acts so it’s worth a look.  You will find it among the pre-application documents on our website.  We’ll let you know when it’s posted.  It stays the same whenever we move it.



Questions about Pre-Apps?? 
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Presentation Notes
Alright, let’s see if we have any questions about pre-applications, timelines, anything we’ve covered so far…  As a reminder, there is a procedures manual for making application with us that will give you step by step instructions so that’s another resource for you as well.



Competitive HTC Applications are Due 
 March 1, 2018 by 5:00 p.m. 

Austin local Time  
Fee:  $20 / Unit with Pre-App or 

$30 / Unit without one  
10% discount for nonprofits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now we move on to the full application and how its submission should be handled.  The full application is due March 1, 2018 by 5pm and the fees are still $20 per unit with an accepted pre-app and $30 per unit without.  If you’re applying and have a nonprofit GP, you do get 10% off with proof of tax exempt status.  Just as with the pre-app, take your discount, include your nonprofit documentation, and submit a payment receipt when you submit the fee.



More about fees… 
§10.901  
3(A) 
• $20/Unit – HTC Full App w/Successful Pre-App 
• $30/Unit – HTC Full App w/o successful Pre-App 
10% discount available for CHDO/Nonprofit-controlled owners. 
3(B) 
• $1,000 – Direct Loan Application 
100% discount for private nonprofit if layering with tax credits and submitted at 
 the same time.  Must offer expanded services and for Applicants who have an 
existing HTC allocation or HOME contract but who have not begun construction. 
6 
•  $500 – Third Party Deficiency Request Fee 

 
Review 10.901 for information about all fees required by TDHCA for various 

items and requirements for refunds. 
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Now we’ve already covered pre-app fees, and this is the information on full Application fees. Direct Loan fees are there as well and that may be relevant to some of you.  §10.901, number 3(B) covers the Direct Loan fees so if you’re applying for HOME or any other Direct Loan funding, this is your section.  The fee for these funds is $1000 per application.  If you are what we call Direct Loan Only and you’re not a nonprofit, this is your fee.  If you’re layering with tax credits and turning in your Direct Loan application WITH your tax credit one, there is no separate Direct Loan fee for you.  The rule provides that the Direct Loan fee is $1000 “except for those that are layered with housing tax credits and submitted simultaneously with the tax credit app.”   If you’re a private nonprofit offering expanded services on the development site, you can apply for Direct Loan for free as well.  If you’re going to claim eligibility for the fee waiver, then your application must include proof of your tax exempt status and a description of the services that you will provide.  Those would include child care, job training, health services, nutrition programs, etc.  Under 10.901 number 6, the Third-Party Deficiency fee is still $500 per Application.  If you have one question for three Applications, that’s $1500.  If your have 5 questions on one Application, it’s $500.  §11.10 clarifies these requests and what they’re intended for.  In your request, you must submit new information that was not included in the Application that you’re questioning and you must copy the Applicant when you submit your request.  If the information you’re highlighting is already in the Application, then we’ve seen it and it was fine.  Your disagreement with the Department’s view is not grounds for a request.  If you have information that has not yet been disclosed to us, then a request is appropriate.  We will look at new information and then decide if we need to address an item differently because of it.  Only if you have new information for us, should you submit a 3rd party deficiency request.10.901 number 4, which is NOT up there, discusses potential for refunds of full-App fees.  Again, Application fees, except Direct Loan, are refundable on a prorated basis, depending upon how much we’ve done with it. Refunds must be requested in writing and the balance of remaining fees will be returned based on 10.901(4).  If it gets as far as being reviewed, the fee is 80% gone and if it has reached underwriting, which may or may not be sequential, then that’s the remaining 20%.  As long as we haven’t reviewed it before you withdraw, you can potentially get 50% of your fees back, but if we’ve picked it up, it’s 80% gone. So if you do decide to withdraw, keep in mind that you won’t get all of your money back in any case but you could get half, depending. This only applies to Application fees.  Third-Party Deficiency fees will not be refunded, regardless of the outcome of your request.  There are other fees that you’ll need to pay once you’re awarded and all of those are described in 10.901 as well so be sure to read that for yourself.  We won’t cover them but they are Commitment, Carryover Extension, Building Inspection, Amendment, Compliance and many others.  Refer to 10.901 for details on each of them.   



Refunds of Pre-app fees - §10.901(2) 

(2) Refunds of Pre-application Fees. (§2306.6716(c) Upon written request from the 
Applicant, the Department shall refund the balance of the pre-application fee for a 
pre-application that is withdrawn by the Applicant and that is not fully processed by 
the Department. The amount of refund will be commensurate with the level of review 
completed. Initial processing will constitute 50 percent of the review, threshold review 
prior to a deficiency issued will constitute 30 percent of the review, and deficiencies 
submitted and reviewed constitute 20 percent of the review. 

photo credit: Got Credit <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/144008357@N08/32943617023">Refund Key</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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While we’re talking about fees this needs to be covered because it is happening more and more.  If you change your unit count between pre and full-app, that does NOT mean that you can deduct what you think is the fee for your reduced units from your full application fees.  Once your pre-app has been reviewed, that fee is gone.  There are no fees left, whether your unit count changes or not.  §10.901(2) covers Refunds of Pre-app fees and refunds are only available if you withdraw your pre-app.  If you do withdraw, you can request a refund and a check will be issued to you IF there are any funds left, based on the breakdown in §10.901(2).  Under no circumstances should you give yourself deductions for lowering the number of units that you previously submitted.  Unless you withdrew that pre-app and in some cases even if you didn’t, you don’t have a discount to give to yourself.  The fee was for the review of the pre-app and all of it was used if it was reviewed.  When you calculate your full-app fees, multiply $20 or $30 per door based on the full-app unit count.



Submit the Full App Using Serv-U 
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Serv-U, the electronic account that we set up for you right after pre-app, is where you will upload the full application.  That means that you won’t have to bring anything in for full-app, just the check.  What we said about checks holds true for full app as well as pre-app, and that is that your tracking will be your confirmation of receipt until we get your receipt back to you.  And what we said about making the submission itself holds true as well…



Do Not Let Time Run Out!!! 

We’re going to say this again… 

photo credit: JuditK <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/37230837@N04/5024772809">Grains</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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To be a little redundant, it’s very important that you give yourself time to completely upload your Applications when the time comes.  I’m not going to tell you that there are no such things as technical difficulties, glitches or software incompatibilities but they don’t happen enough to be an excuse for anyone’s failed submission.  When we get 200 submissions and 199 are fine, that one outlier is just that, an outlier.  Do not let that be yours. Get the people that you’re collecting documents from to agree to a deadline that helps you.  The simple way to avoid these kinds of troubles is to do what we’ve advised and start your upload well in advance of the deadline and to check and recheck your submissions to make sure they’re accurate. For you old timers, things have evolved. It’s no longer a matter of getting just inside the door by 5:00pm, it’s now a matter of getting everything into the server by then.  Electronic submission is hugely convenient but it comes with the responsibility of managing your time.  It’s not instant.  Uploads take several minutes to complete and they must be finished by the deadline, not just started.  The moral of the story is, take this convenience and enjoy it.  We know you love not having to make that trip to Austin, braving traffic and weather, finding parking, checking into the building and all that.  But also remember that this convenience still has deadlines.  Waiting for the last minute, whatever the reason, is a problem waiting to happen. Do not play around with this deadline.  Give yourself time to get this done.



Once you set up your Serv-U account, 
TEST!!!!! 
Testing your account to see 
how it behaves will be time 
well spent.   
 
Try to upload a comparably 
sized document as soon as 
your ServU account is up and 
running.   
 
If you have problems during 
your test, report them to us.  If 
it goes smoothly, you’re good 
to go!   
 
And never forget,  

Crowd  = SLOW 
Submit early if you can 
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Another piece of advice, along this line.  When you get your ServU account and you establish your username and password, do a test run to see whether you can upload a heavy document and what happens with your system when you do.  Name it “TestOnly” or something, so that we’ll know it’s not the real thing.  Once you upload something into your folder, it stays there.  We don’t delete from these files.  Anyway, a practice run is a chance for you to ferret out any twitchy things that you should know about and prepare for.  Do this.  It will help alert you to how your system will potentially handle the real thing.Try a document that’s sized comparably to your application and see what happens.  If you encounter a problem, let us know.  If you don’t, you can expect a comparable result with your REAL upload…as long as you don’t wait until the last minute. Have the contact information for your internet service provider handy just in case you need them to fix something.  ServU is available 24 hours a day and has no size limit.  If you have 1000 pages and it’s ready to upload at 2:58am, DO IT!!  You’ll probably be the only one trying at that time and that works well for you.  Remember that you don’t want to be caught up in a crowd if you can help it so the earlier you begin your upload, usually, the better.  



What Comes In with the Full App 

An Excel and a PDF Version 
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As we said, submissions are still electronic and remember that you will need to upload both a PDF and an Excel copy of your full application into your Serv-U folder.   These two versions should not be different one from another, except the Excel won’t have inserts like the PDF will.  Bookmarks, documentation exhibits, things like that, will be added to the PDF version.  The data in the Excel will be used by our database administrator and by REA.  It goes directly into spreadsheets for active use, therefore your Excel should match your PDF so that the same information is used no matter which version we’re drawing from.  The PDF is the official version so it’s the controlling document in the event of a discrepancy.  Don’t go tweaking the Excel unless you re-convert it into a matching PDF.   We’re going to talk about turning your Excel into a PDF shortly but the two should match.



Excel and PDF Versions are Still 
Required 
• There are still extra pages hidden within the Excel 

document in case you need them. 
 

• Once you PDF your document, if there are extra, 
superfluous pages, DELETE THEM. 
 

• There are several extra pages at the end 
of the application this year,  
DON’T DELETE THEM  
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We’ll be going through the Full app after the break but going in we want to mention that there are still hidden blanks and pages in the full app that are there in case you have a need for themANDJust something that we see often, if, once you pdf your document, you find that you have extra pages that don’t serve a purpose; there’s the tail end of a table that created an extra page, for example, delete that page from the pdf, once you convert.  Just highlight it in the thumbnails and hit “delete”.  That will save unnecessary pages in your upload.Again this year, there have been pages added to the end of the Excel version and that was by us.The extra pages at the end of the Excel workbook will be placeholders for Administrative Deficiencies, Scoring Notices and other information that we’ll insert into the Application during our review.  The placeholders will create consistency so everyone will know where to look. 



If you notice a broken formula… 

Sharon Gamble  
512-475-7834 

…get the details to our in-house Excel hero! 
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As usual, as you’re testing your scenarios out in the application form itself, if you notice that a formula isn’t working or cells that should be related aren’t syncing, give Sharon Gamble a call and let her know so we can get that fixed.  



PDF – Convert, don’t scan.   

• Convert, don’t scan. 
• Follow conversion instructions in the 2018 

Procedures Manual. 
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When it comes to your pdf version of the full application, here are a few things we’d like you to keep in mind:Convert, don’t scan. Scanning, especially on old machines, produces a far inferior image and maps and small fonts are impossible to read.  Also, scanned documents are not searchable, and your application MUST be searchable. The procedures manual includes step by step instructions for converting your Excel application to pdf format. Your Application must be legible.  We do issue deficiencies for one or two illegible pages; but if it is bad enough and throughout the application, we may terminate an illegible application.



Bookmarks are NOT Optional and… 

Applications HAVE been terminated for omitting them. 
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This instruction ranks up there with making sure your uploads open.  You MUST bookmark your applications.  It is not an option.  You will NOT receive a deficiency for it.  We will NOT bookmark it for you.  We will end up not even reviewing it.   If your application arrives with no bookmarks, we will NOT let you know because WE won’t know until it’s too late.  Once we see it, you will receive a termination notice.  It is just that important.With electronic submission, we won’t open Applications at all until after the deadline.   There will be no chance to correct this.  It’s YOUR responsibility to have your applications put together correctly and that includes bookmarking.  Some mistakes are fatal to Applications and this is one that no one should make.  Bookmarks are NOT optional, they are a necessity.  Large Applications cannot be efficiently reviewed without them.  Make sure you include them and that they work.



Insert your evidence. 
•Acrobat will 
allow you to drag 
and drop pages 
into the PDF. 
 

•Make sure your 
evidence 
answers the 
question being 
asked. 
 

•Missing & wrong 
documentation 
causes lost points 
and deficiencies. 
 

•Deficiencies are 
often avoidable. 39 
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Once you have successfully converted your Excel document into PDF format, you must then insert your support documents.  Items like census data, purchase contracts, financing commitments, utility allowance schedules, any hand-signed documents, maps and resolutions, will have to be added behind the correct tabs.  Make sure any of those that had to be scanned are legible.  If you can get electronic copies, that’s even better but if you have no alternative to scanning, just make sure your scanner creates a clear image.  Don’t waste our review time with blurry, illegible documents.  That’s a deficiency we should NEVER have to write.Insert your evidence where it belongs, in logical order.  The Application provides little markers throughout for your evidence.  You’ll see those later as well but they’re red boxes with paperclips or map icons and they’re accompanied by a list of what’s expected behind the page.  Those prompts are a part of the Application and tell you where evidence should go.   It’s our attempt to help you get things into  the right places.



One IMPORTANT thing about Evidence 

11.9 Competitive HTC Selection Criteria. 
 
(a) General Information. “… Due to the highly competitive 

nature of the program, 

 However, Department staff may provide the 
Applicant an opportunity to  how they believe 
the Application, as submitted, meets the requirements 
for points or otherwise satisfies the requirements.” 
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One other thing about evidence.  When you start talking about points, here’s something that lots of people forget.  This is and HAS been part of 11.9, Selection Criteria for a while now.  If you fail to provide required supporting documentation for point items, you are NOT entitled to an administrative deficiency to  supplement the application in order to qualify for those points.  Administrative deficiencies are intended for inadvertent, minor omissions or clarifications. They are not intended to buy time to gather missing information.  You don’t get more time to earn points.  If you fail to send support for a point item, the rule is clear.  You don’t get to fix it, you lose those points.  If what IS there requires clarification, we will ask you that through an administrative deficiency.  If the issue is not resolved through the deficiency process, you will have the opportunity to file an appeal. 



Upload Using FTP by the Deadline 

• You’ll get your account soon after pre-app. 
• If no pre-app, Feb. 16 for the form. 
• Set up your username and password. 
• TEST THE SYSTEM. 
• Begin your upload IN ADVANCE of the deadline. 
• Have your fees delivered to our door on or before 

the deadline. 
• Don’t call or email for confirmations. 
• Only uploads are acceptable. 
• Consult the User Guide for help. 
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When you’re finished putting your full application together, you will upload it into your Serv-U folder.  Deficiency responses will also be delivered to us in this way but first, you have to get your Serv-U upload in successfully. If you want to use this folder for post-application activities like turning in Ownership Transfers or Amendment Requests, you can use it for as long as it’s active.  Since we’re collecting the information needed for the accounts at pre-app, you’ll receive your setup instructions soon after the pre-app process closes on our side.  Those of you who won’t do a pre-app, remember, February 16th is your deadline to get your filing agreement in.  Without that, we will not know to set up a Serv-U account for you and you won’t have a way to get your full app in.  You may NOT use CDs as back up.  Uploading is the only option and there is a User Guide on our website to help you through it.  Do remember that fees will need to arrive at our building by 5:00 p.m. Austin local time on March 1st.  Post marks don’t count.  They have to be here in order for your successful upload to count.  If no check is received, you have not applied.  Again, we will not confirm receipt for you by phone or email because we can’t.  Use the tracking available from your delivery provider.  If the check does arrive but is insufficient, you’ll now have 3 business days to fix it. 



Serv-U 

Successful Uploads Look Like This 

Presenter
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When you have successfully uploaded your full application, your third party reports and anything else that you intend to have in by March 1st, you will see them IN the Serv-U system.  If you don’t see your files, they did not upload.  Also, you should be able to open any of the files that you uploaded.  If you can’t, the file is no good and you need to re-upload it.  If they won’t open for you, they won’t open for us. If you have to re-upload a file, mark the new file with something like “USE THIS ONE!” Don’t wait for us to tell you that something’s broken because by the time WE look at it, it’s too late.  Check your uploads before you decide everything’s finished. You’re not done until you see your files with the date and time of their upload and until you’ve opened all of them to see that they do in fact open.  



What the Time Means and “Confirmation 2.0” 

Your folder will show your results 
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Now, about that time.  On the previous slide, you saw the time next to the date.  That time represents when your upload FINISHED, not when you started it.  So if it says 5:01 pm on March 1, 2017, what does that mean?  It means your submission arrived AFTER the deadline.  This goes back to the point about getting too close to the deadline to begin your upload.  Explaining that you started before 5pm won’t matter.  Your upload must be complete BEFORE the deadline or it’s late.Finally, there is a Serv-U manual that each of you will receive a link to when you accounts are set up.  This manual will provide you with step by step instructions on what to do and what you should see once you do it.  Please review this manual.  The prior two screens came directly from it and it will help you to successfully use Serv-U.  So that your app doesn’t…
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Do this…Okay.



No Dropbox 

No Dropbox submissions will be opened.  
Use the FTP server ONLY. 
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The last thing we want to point out about sending information in to the Department is that Dropbox and any other outside software will not be an acceptable means of delivering any documents to TDHCA at any time, for any reason.  Dropbox has been used to deliver malware to state agencies in Texas this year and any email that we receive from Dropbox  will be deleted.  We will not open it.  If you need to submit anything large to us, use the Serv-U system.  Email is also available if the document is small enough but Dropbox, which comes via email, is completely off limits.  Serv-U allows for very large documents and should be able to handle anything you need to send in.  You will upload your Applications into it after all, and that comes to over 500 pages for a lot of you.  Serv-U is our secure system and our email is scanned for viruses and such so we won’t use documents that are uploaded anywhere else from now on.  



Does anybody feel like this? 

If so, write in your question. 
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If you’re feeling like this, write in your question and we’ll take some time and answer them when we get to the end of Part 1.  



2018 Credit Ceiling 
This year’s distribution by 

Set-Aside and Region 
 

Presenter
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Okay, so that’s pre and full app submission, now let’s look at how tax credit funds will be distributed throughout the state.



How High is the 2018 Ceiling? 

$66,870,230 
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The 2018 Credit Ceiling is (currently) $66,870,230.  This is based on the 2017 IRS population figure for Texas of 27,862,596 multiplied by $2.40, the 2018 allocation rate. Note that this figure will be updated: when we add credits carried over from 2017; when the IRS releases the 2018 population figure; when we add any returned credits; when we add any credits received from the National Pool. The ceiling will be divided up thusly:



Ceiling Distribution - $66,870,230  

§11.5 Competitive Set-asides 
• Nonprofit Set-Aside – $6,687,023 
• At Risk – $10,030,534 
• USDA – $3,343,511 
• Regional – $56,839,696 
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Nonprofit will have $6,687,023 this year and remember, those of you who will have nonprofits in your ownership structure, if we need you in order to meet this set-aside, we will try and pull you in.  It is crucial that we allocate the nonprofit funds.  You can elect not to be pulled in but it could mean missing out on an award altogether.  At Risk will have $10,030,534 and we’re going to talk about qualifying for the set-aside when we get to that part.  Evidence for this one has always been a challenge and the nature of it just makes it that way. USDA will have $3,343,511.  The Regional amount is $56,839,696; of course the Regions are further divided into Rural and Urban.  



Ceiling Distribution…cont’d 

Rural Regions 
• 1 $664,272  8 $545,841 
• 2 $500,000  9 $500,000 
• 3 $570,576  10 $583,064 
• 4 $1,432,844 11 $792,213 
• 5 $881,615  12 $500,000 
• 6 $500,000  13 $500,000 
• 7 $500,000 
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Here are the rural numbers.  We’ll let these sit here so that you can write down the ones you’re interested in.  In the mean time, for any of you who are brand new, we know it looks like a lot, but it goes lightening fast.



Ceiling Distribution…cont’d 

Urban Regions 
• 1 $1,184,510  8 $1,433,135 
• 2 $500,000   9 $4,712,867 
• 3 $13,246,865  10 $1,287,040 
• 4 $1,008,948  11 $5,370,783 
• 5 $711,545   12 $841,955 
• 6 $11,747,349  13 $2,326,775 
• 7 $3,997,488 
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Here are the urban numbers.  And remember that when awards are being issued we award as many as we can fully fund from the highest final score to the lowest. 



Award Limits - §11.4 

• $3M - Credit cap per Applicant, Developer, Affiliate 
or Guarantor. 

• $1.5M – Credit cap per Development (except At-
Risk). 

• $2M – At-Risk cap per Development. 
• Elderly Limit – TBD.  Applies to counties w/>1M 

pop. 
 

• Max Request – 150% of regional total or $1.5M, 
whichever is lower. 
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These are this year’s limits.  And if your application exceeds the maximum request amount, the $1.5 or the $2 million At-Risk cap, it will automatically be lowered to the appropriate amount.  The $3mill cap is applied at the end. If you end up with two or more deals that win but getting all of them puts you over the $3mill cap, you must withdraw one or more until your are under the cap.  There has been a change under §11.4 concerning cap violations.  You will now have a due date of June 29th to tell us which deal you want to save, should the cap become an issue for you.  If we have not received an email by June 29th, then we’ll choose the surviving Application based on whether it will help us meet our nonprofit set-aside first and then based on the one with the higher score WITH consideration for tie breakers if a tie exists.  So this time around we’ll give you the chance to tell us which of your Apps you prefer to have awarded and if you don’t, we’ll choose based on which one we need the most and then which one scores better.    The cap for Elderly developments is still in place for 2018 and is a TBD amount at this moment.  The exact amount will be released once it’s calculated and will still only affect Elderly Developments proposed in regions containing any counties with a population 1M people or more.  



Tie Breakers - §11.7 - will fall in this 
order… 
1. Proximity to Urban Core score. 

 
2. Higher Opportunity Index score or Concerted 

Revitalization Plan score. 
 

3. Applications proposed to be located in a Place 
or if located completely outside a Place, a 
county that has the fewest HTC units per capita 
(based on the 2018 Site Demo Report), as 
compared to another Application with the same 
score.   
 

4. Census tract has lowest poverty rate. 
 

5. Greatest linear distance from the nearest 
awarded HTC Development, boundary to 
boundary. 

photo credit: soilse <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/31536722@N00/17247123252">Roma 31</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Tie breakers help us with the distribution of credits.  When two applications are tied, we have to determine which application will supersede the other, first in order of review and then in order of award.  These items, taken one by one in this order, will help us do that.First for 2018, the application that gets the higher Urban Core score and if you’re still tied, the better Opportunity Index or Concerted Revitalization score.  The third tie-breaker is new and it’s the Place or county that has fewer tax credit units per capita based on the 2018 Site Demographics Report.   I think this is going to be the break for everybody because somebody will have a higher score here.  Now with respect to the county, that will apply if your development is in an unincorporated area and is not in a designated place.  That’s the only time the county score will be used.  If you are in a designated Place, that Place’s score will be used.  After that it goes to the lower poverty rate and then linear distance but I’ll be very surprised if many get past three.



Awards will fall in this order… 

A. Nonprofit 
B. At-Risk/USDA 
D. Highest Scoring  

  (i) In Uniform State Service Regions containing a county with a 
population that exceeds 1 million, the Board may not allocate more 
than the maximum percentage of credits available for Elderly 
Developments, unless there are no other qualified Applications in 
the sub-region. 

 
 (ii) I accordance with Tex Gov’t Code, §2306.6711, in Uniform State 

Service Regions containing a county with a population that exceeds 
1.7 million, the board shall allocate competitive tax credits to the 
highest scoring development, if any, that is part of a concerted 
revitalization plan that meets the requirements of §11.9(d)(7) 
(except for (A)(ii)(III) and (B)(iv), is located in an urban sub-region 
and is within the boundaries of a municipality with a population that 
exceeds 500,000. 

photo credit: ccPixs.com <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/86530412@N02/7932506788">3D Home Inspection Checklist</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The awards are made in the following order:A.	Because we get nothing if we do not meet the 10% Nonprofit Set-aside, first we make sure we met this benchmark; B.	The At-risk Set-aside is next, which includes USDA. At-Risk receives 15% of the ceiling.  Of this 15%, at least 5% must go to USDA deals.	.C.	Then the highest scoring Applications in each sub-region are next and remember that for regions that contain a county whose population exceeds one million, the Elderly cap may not be exceeded unless no other qualified applications exist in the sub-region.  Part ii states that in regions containing a county with a population that exceeds 1.7 million, the highest scoring concerted revitalization  application MUST receive an allocation. The Application still has to meet all the revitalization rules under 11.9(d)(7) except the ones that pertain to being eligible for Opportunity Index threshold points.  The site also has to be in an urban sub-region, and within the boundaries of a municipality whose population exceeds 500,000.  So revitalization in a big city is going to be helpful to those who can tap into it.    



And then… 

D. Rural Collapse 
E. Statewide Collapse 
    

photo credit: ccPixs.com <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/86530412@N02/7932506788">3D Home Inspection Checklist</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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D. Any tax credits set-aside for Rural Areas that remain will be combined into one "pool" and then be made available in any other Rural Area in the state to the Application in the most underserved Rural sub-region. This rural redistribution will continue until all of the tax credits in the "pool" are allocated to Rural Applications and at least 20 percent of the funds available to the State are allocated to Applications in Rural Areas. If more than one sub-region is underserved by the same percentage, we will break the tie thusly: (i) the sub-region with no recommended At-Risk Applications from the same Application Round; and (ii) the sub-region that was the most underserved during the Application Round during the year immediately preceding the current Application Round. E. Any credits remaining after the Rural Collapse will be combined into one "pool" and used to award the highest scoring Application (not selected in a prior step) in the most underserved sub-region.  The Elderly Limits will not be exceeded, so it is possible that a higher scoring app will be skipped if awarding it would violate the elderly cap. This process will continue until the funds remaining are insufficient to award the next highest scoring Application in the next most underserved sub-region. If more than one sub-region is underserved by the same percentage, we will break the tie thusly: (i) the sub-region with no recommended At-Risk Applications from the same Application Round; and (ii) the sub-region that was the most underserved during the Application Round during the year immediately preceding the current Application Round.  Now when we’ve issued as much as we can using these criteria…



After the Awards 

• Waiting List – Didn’t make the big list in July but remain 
eligible. 
 

• Returns – Credits returned after Jan. 1 goes to next highest 
scorer in their original sub-region if fully fundable or will flow 
to statewide collapse and may be awarded elsewhere. 

 
• Force Majeure Returns – Can be allocated separately if all 

conditions of §11.6(A-H) are met, in the opinion of the Board.  
 

• National Pool – Added to statewide collapse and awarded to 
next fully fundable app on waiting list. 
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…there will still be a waiting list of those who are the very next in line, should any awardees fall out.  So even if you aren’t on the big list in July, it’s not over yet.  A door may still open for you so don’t let your site control expire, keep your financing partners on board, answer your phone and pay attention to your email!  Deals fall out anywhere from Commitment to Carryover so things are always moving and opportunities can appear when you least expect them.All credits have to be awarded in time for the Department to complete carryovers and report to the IRS by December 31 of each year.  Credits get returned late in the year and they can be awarded if there is enough time.  There are two types of returns:Regular Returns are any credits that an awardee is forced to return after January 1st .  Those go back first to the region or set-aside they came from for allocation.  That means if the next app in the original region can be fully funded, it will receive an award. If the returned credits won’t fully fund that app, or if there are still credits left after it does, then those flow to the statewide collapse.  Force Majeure Returns, are those caused by an unforeseen disaster that causes you to have to abandon construction and return your credits.  This is major disaster stuff that occurs after you’ve started construction.  Think catastrophe, destruction, heart-wrenching events.  Force Majeure returns are really “no other choice” returns, because due to a disastrous occurrence that they absolutely did not see coming, the owner just can’t complete their development in time.  Credits that come back to us this way can be allocated separately from the current year’s allocation, without having to follow the regular allocation rules.  If the board determines that all of 11.6(A-H) have been met the credits will be re-allocated to the Applicant.  11.6 (A-H), you’re wondering, requires what?  Well, to put it in a nutshell, it’s a list of things that serve to support the idea that the failure was something that was out of the owner’s control, that he or she acted in good faith and responsibly.  If that is shown, to the Board’s satisfaction, then the credits can be returned and reallocated.  Once you read A-H you’ll see what I mean and they are all things that should be possible to do.     National Pool funding is another possibility.  If funding becomes available from the National Pool, then we’ll add those credits to our other Returns and pull the next fully fundable one from the waiting list and award it.  So you see that there ARE possibilities to receiving an award other than winning your region outright.  There are numerous things that can happen after the July awards and they can happen at any time.  Zoning is a big one.  Rezoning attempts do fail, financing sources change, any number of things.  So the advice here is STAY READY.  It will feel like a waste of time…until you get that call.  



Above All, Remember This: 

• Don’t be late.   
• Don’t be incomplete.   
• Don’t be inconsistent.   
• Don’t make casual mistakes.   
• Don’t do your own interpretations of the QAP.   
• Don’t assume anything – ask!   
• Don’t expect TDHCA to do your homework. 
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Some of this you’ll recognize this list as one of the favorite sayings of our previous Board Chair.  It still holds true today.



Are there any… 
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At this time we will provide answers to the questions you’ve submitted as we’ve gone along.  



BREAK TIME!!!! 
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Now we’ll take a 15 minute break.  Take a trip to the facilities, grab a snack and we’ll cover the 2018 Full Application next.



Part II Begins Now 

The 2018 Application 
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Welcome back.  Now, we’re going to look at the 2018 Application.  The new rules have been incorporated into the forms where appropriate and we will discuss them as we come to them.  We’ll also look at some of the historic pages that haven’t changed this time around.  Remember to write in your questions as they come to you and we will address them at the end of the segment.  All of these questions will be preserved in the FAQ so that everyone will have a chance to benefit from them.  Send them as they come to you and we’ll address them as we go along.  We’ve tried to include some question stops along the way so hopefully we’ll do that effectively today.



Documentation 

“Coffee” Photo Credit:  FreeImages.com/JeanScheijen  “Orange Juice” Photo Credit:  FreeImages.com/MichaelLorenzo 

Provide what the rule SAYS, not what YOU think “should work.” 
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The first thing we want to talk about is documentation.  Throughout the rules you will find information about what the Department expects to have provided as evidence for different items.  Some of these items concern points, others concern eligibility.  Over the years we have had continuing issues with Applicants who provide not what the rule says but what they think is just as good.  For example, the rule requires a letter from an appropriate local official confirming that the site conforms with the current zoning ordinance under which it falls.  The Application has a copy of a zoning ordinance for us to comb through and determine that the site has proper zoning.  Another example.  The rule says the organizational chart must show the complete structure of the Owner.  The chart in the Application leaves off individuals who hold small percentages because the Applicant doesn’t think they’re necessary.  The rule asks for a map, showing a radius and a scale to verify the distance from your site to certain amenities.  Your map has no radius because it should be obvious that your site is close enough.  In other words, the rule asks for hot coffee and you give us cold orange juice because “it should work.”  The “it should work” mentality is where deficiencies come from and if you find yourself searching for documentation and you choose something and, “this should work,” comes to mind, pause and consider what you’re doing.  The question is not whether it should work, the question is, “is it coffee?”The 9% tax credit is competitive.  This is a contest on a not so generous clock and the field is extremely crowded.  Each year we get into discussions with you guys about why something “should work.”  If you have questions about what to provide, call us.  We’ll be more than happy to tell you what we know.  This year, Department staff is explicitly stated in the rules as not having the last word in what rules mean but we still have the first word and we know the difference between coffee and orange juice.  The last word rests with the board which means the more orange juice you send in, the more time you will spend in front of them for that last word.  To avoid that please, if it says coffee, send coffee. 



Bookmarks 

photo credit: vanherdehaage <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/12995467@N00/36086482401">Downtown Winston-Salem 2017</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The next thing we want to cover quickly is bookmarking.  Bookmarks are one of the simple yet tremendous parts of the Application.  Without these little sign posts, the reviewers would have to scroll page by page to get through an Application.  With Applications as long and longer than a thousand pages, you can imagine how simply impossible that would make the job.  Bookmarks simplify that problem by creating the ability to jump to what you’re looking for.  It’s faster and frankly required to make reviews reasonable to get through.  Bookmarks are so important that failing to have them will get your Application, all those pages of hard, expensive work, terminated.  Don’t let that happen to yours.  



Bookmarks, cont’d 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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To the left there, you can see what bookmarks look like and to the right, there’s a little mock-up of a plain bookmark page with a little advice on it.  You can make your bookmarks as plain or as decorative as you like but for us they’re sign posts only.  They help us to navigate the Application.  Now, what you don’t want to do is create too many of them, and there is such a thing.  I reviewed a document recently that had every paragraph bookmarked.  Every paragraph.  Even in a 200-page document, bookmarking every paragraph destroys the benefit of having bookmarks at all.  Bookmarking each TAB is quite sufficient for Tax Credit Application purposes, bookmarking each document is less-so and bookmarking each page is pointless.  Some Applicants bookmark important documents but important can be quite relative so if you’re not really sure, err on the side of just bookmarking the tabs.  We can find the rest from there.  Bookmarks are a tool that reviews cannot be done without so use them wisely and make navigating your Application a breeze.



Bookmarks, there’s more! 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Now, here’s a cool thing about bookmarks.  When you convert from Excel to PDF, using the “Create PDF” command, the PDF software will take the tabs from Excel and make bookmarks of them for you.  When you convert to the PDF version, click the ribbon at the top and you should find perfectly serviceable bookmarks already in place.  Nearly all of them will be attached to their respective tabs as well.  Some of them end up a little off but only a handful usually.  Just re-target each bookmark that isn’t targeted correctly.  You will also need to re-target for every bookmarked page that you delete and replace.  If you delete a bookmarked page, the bookmark attached to it becomes what we call “broken.”  If you click on a broken bookmark, the page doesn’t move because its destination page has been deleted and is no longer the target.  Even if you insert a new page in the same spot, which several of you will do numerous times, the bookmark doesn’t automatically attach to that new page.  It has to be manually re-targeted.  Please don’t forget to re-attach bookmarks to any pages that you happen to replace.  If you add pages, such as dividers, you’ll have to manually associate the bookmark to that page.  Simply adding the page doesn’t make it the bookmark’s target.  It’s easy to do, just a right click on the bookmark and then say yes to the question it asks you and you’re done.  Having broken bookmarks is almost as bad as having too many.  I say “almost” because normally there are only about 4 to 6 broken ones in any given App.  It happens enough to make it worth all this description, though.  So always re-target them as soon as you make a change and make checking them a part of your final checklist.



§10.2(a) Due Diligence & Applicant 
Responsibility 

    “The provisions of the rules, including the Qualified 
Allocation Plan, are controlling and supersede any 
and all staff guidance. If there is a disagreement as to 
how a provision of a rule ought to be applied, it is 
the province of the Board, not staff, to make a final 
determination as to its interpretation of its rules.” 

photo credit: Wouter de Bruijn <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/26646199@N05/34218894490">Work No. 1820 - Martin Creed</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>   
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Now we’re going to cover this addition to §10.2(a), concerning the interpretation of the rules.  §10.2(a) now includes a provision that takes the worry of interpretation of the rules away from staff and places it firmly with the board.  If you have a rule that you aren’t sure how to apply or some orange juice you intend to use no matter what, the board will have the final determination of what the rule requires.  The Multifamily Rules and the QAP are the controlling documents for the Tax Credit program and staff’s determinations and interpretations of the rule are all  subject to board confirmation.  Considering the fact that appeals have always been part of the Tax Credit program, this addition really isn’t so dramatic.  Every decision we make has always been appealable.  So as usual, staff will make its determination based on the rules as they are written.  If you disagree with the outcome, you are free to take your case to the board.  The final decision still rests with them, as it has for years.



§10.2(c) Data 
     “Where this chapter requires the use of American 

Community Survey data, the Department shall use the 
most current data available as of October 1,2017, unless 
specifically otherwise provided in federal or state law or 
in the rules. All American Community Survey data must 
be 5-year estimates, unless otherwise specified.  The 
availability of more current data shall be disregarded.  
Where other data sources are specifically required, such 
as Neighborhood Scout, the data available after October 
1 but before the Application Acceptance Period, will be 
permissible. The Neighborhood Scout report submitted 
in the Application must include the report date.” 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href=http://photopin.com>photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The next change we’ll cover is §10.2( c) of the Multifamily Rules.  What used to be “census data” is now just “data” and it gets specific about what data shall be used and what data may be used.  If the data you’re presenting must come from the American Community Survey, only 5-yr estimates are acceptable unless something else is specifically allowed.  The rules concerning data and where is must come from will tell you what your options are.  For any other data, your evidence must include the “as of” date, and it must be after October 1, 2017.  Don’t turn in un-dated reports because we will need to be able to see how current the data is.  

http://photopin.com/


photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href=http://photopin.com>photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 

§10.2(d) – Public Info Requests 

The filing of a pre-application or Application with the 
Department shall be deemed as consent to the release of any 
and all information contained therein, including supporting 
documents and exhibits. As part of its certifications, the 
Applicant shall certify that the authors of the reports and other 
information and documents submitted with the Application have 
given their consent to the Applicant to submit all reports and 
other information and documents to the Department, and for 
the Department to publish anything submitted with the 
Application on its website and use such information and 
documents for authorized purposes. 
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We’re familiar with the fact that the Department is a public agency and that we’re pretty much an open book for interested members of the public.  If a member of the public wants a look at the information that we have and that we work with, we are obligated to hand it over to them and in a timely fashion.  The exception to this is confidential information like social security numbers.  That, we don’t give out.  The open quality of our process is something that you will need to remain cognizant of as you compile your Application documents.  If there’s information that is necessary but sensitive in your Application, you are advised to identify it as confidential but depending on what it is, it may still be public information.  You can contact us prior to submitting your Application for a determination if you wish.We’ve reduced the need for Public Information Requests in recent years by posting full Applications online.  Third party reports are part of the full Application and are also subject to publication.  Make sure your report providers are aware that the rules regarding publication of third party reports have changed.

http://photopin.com/


§10.3(a)(2) – Deficiencies 

Administrative Deficiencies--Information requested by Department staff that 
staff requires to clarify or explain or correct one or more inconsistencies; 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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And now we move to Deficiencies.  A bit of expansion has happened with this definition but the initial change starts with something that we’re already familiar with.  We know that deficiencies have been used to correct certain omissions but they also provide opportunities for Applicants to explain things that have been found to be unclear. The idea of gathering explanations is now mentioned specifically in the rule.  The larger addition is an explanation itself.   



Deficiencies, cont’d 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 

A matter may begin as an Administrative Deficiency but later be determined 
to have constituted a Material Deficiency. Any missing item(s) relating to a 
scoring item will be deemed by staff to have constituted a Material Deficiency 
that supports the non-award of the points. By way of example, if an Applicant 
checks a box for three points for a particular scoring item but provides 
supporting documentation that would support two points, staff would treat 
this as an inconsistency and issue an Administrative Deficiency which might 
ultimately lead to a correction of the checked boxes to align with the 
provided supporting documentation and support an award of two points. 
However, if the supporting documentation was missing altogether, this could 
not be remedied and the point item would be assigned no points. 
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The addition in this case explains that if your deficiency begins as just a normal one, that doesn’t eliminate the possibility that you may have a Material Deficiency on your hands.  If the deficiency is for omitted evidence concerning points, it’s potentially Material.  Here are the examples given by the rule.  The first I’ll call “Short Evidence.”If you want 3 points but your evidence supports 2, you will receive a deficiency allowing you to correct your selection to match the evidence that you’ve provided.  If your submitted evidence does not support three points, you will not be allowed to provide something to qualify for that third point.  You can only adjust your form such that it requests the two points supported by your evidence.  The next example I’ll call “Zero Evidence”  In the event that evidence that supports the point request is deemed to be missing completely, you will not be able to supplement your Application in order to receive points.  You will be asked to state where the evidence is located in the Application, just in case it is in a place other than behind the correct tab.  As long as it’s in the Application somewhere, we can consider it for points. If it is not there, those points will not be awarded.  So you see, complete and correct evidence, as always, is an extremely important part of your Application, and it is a part that MUST be present when your application is SUBMITTED.  The Administrative Deficiency, contrary to popular belief, does not afford you more time to gather required documentation.  The gathering must be done before your Application is submitted to the Department and any failure or mishap on that WILL cost you points.



photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 

§10.3(a)(122) – Supportive Housing 
Supportive Housing--—A residential rental Developments that is: 
(A) intended for occupancy by households in need of specialized and specific 

non-medical services in order to maintain independent living; 
 

(B) the provision of services are provided primarily on-site by the Applicant, an 
Affiliate of the Applicant or a third party provider and the service provider must be 
able to  demonstrate a record of providing substantive  services similar to those 
proposed in the subject Application in residential settings for at least three years 
prior to the Application Acceptance Period; 
 
(C) the services offered must include case management and tenant services that 
either aid tenants in addressing debilitating conditions or assist tenants in securing 
the skills, assets, and connections needed for independent living.  Resident 
populations primarily include the homeless and those at-risk of homelessness; and  
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The definition of Supportive Housing has been updated for 2018.  The updates basically describe what a Supportive Housing Development is and what it does, the types of services it offers.  



photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 

Supportive Housing, cont’d 
(D) the Applicant, General Partner, or Guarantor must meet the following: 

(i) demonstrate that it, alone or in partnership with a third party provider, has at 
least three years experience in developing and operating housing similar to the 
proposed housing; 
(ii) demonstrate that it has secured sufficient funds necessary to maintain the 
Development’s operations through the Affordability Period;  
(iii) provide evidence of a history of fundraising activities sufficient to fill 
unanticipated operating losses; and 

(E) is not financed, except for construction financing, with any debt containing 
foreclosure provisions or debt that contains must-pay repayment provisions (including 
cash-flow debt).  Permanent foreclosable, must-pay debt is permissible if sourced by 
federal funds, but the Development will not be exempted from Subchapter D of this 
chapter (relating to Underwriting and Loan Policy).  In addition, permanent 
foreclosable, cash-flow debt provided by an Affiliate is permissible if originally sourced 
from charitable contributions or pass-through local government nonfederal funds.  
Any amendment to an Application or LURA resulting in the addition of debt prohibited 
under this definition will result in the revocation of IRS Form(s) 8609. 
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(D) gets into the partnership and the qualifications of those who should be a part of it and the type of experience they should have.  It also goes into the funding that the Development should have already secured and plans for future funds to be raised.(E) covers the debt structure.  The underlined portion was changed by the Board at the November meeting. Pay attention to this if you’re planning to produce Supportive Housing using tax credits.  



§10.3(a)124 – Target Population 

Target Population--The designation of types of housing populations shall 
include Elderly Developments, and those that are entirely Supportive 
Housing. All others will be considered to serve general populations without 
regard to any subpopulations. An existing Development that has been 
designated as a Development serving the general population may not 
change to become an Elderly Development, or vice versa, without Board 
approval.  

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Target Population has been altered slightly for 2018.  The part about changing the designation needing Board approval has been removed as Board approval is not required.  If changing your population is something that you find you must do, remember that you may lose your pre-application points and you will be required to re-notify your local governments and all others who require notification.



§10.3(a)136 – Underwriting Report 

Underwriting Report--Sometimes referred to as the "Report." A 
decision making tool used by the Department and Board containing a 
synopsis and reconciliation of the Application information submitted 
by the Applicant. 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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New this year to the list of definitions is a term that is not actually new to TDHCA, Underwriting Report.  The Underwriting Report is an extremely useful document that gives a summary of the entire deal and the recommendation for the amount of tax credits.  If you want to see the components of the analysis of a tax credit property, the Underwriting Report is where you will find it.  It covers the third party reports the financing and the ownership structure and how these each help to give substance to what is simply the idea of a development and its chances of success.  



Questions so far??? 

photo credit: joshtasman <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/146303603@N04/32737124483">Question Finger 6</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Remember to enter your questions as you have them.  Let’s check to see if any questions were generated during that selection of slides.  



Tab 1 – Application Certification 

*Unsigned version isn’t 
needed. 
 
*Make sure the notary’s 
commission is current. 
 
*If the signature isn’t legible, 
re-scan it. 
 
 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href=http://photopin.com>photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Having taken a look at the new and updated definitions, we will now switch to the substance of the full Application.  We’ll talk about the changes that have been brought about with the 2018 rules AND remind you of some of the things that we’d prefer to see as your Applications are reviewed.  As always, one of your goals should be as few deficiencies as possible.  Accuracy helps us all in this process so be sure to consult the rule and provide what it tells you to provide.  That sounds very simple but deficiencies exist because it  sometimes presents a challenge.  We’ll talk about different examples as we go along.  Tab 1, here, doesn’t present many issues.  The biggest mistake we see here is forgetting to put the signed version into the pdf.  Our bit of advice on this item centers on that very thing.  We prefer to only see the signed version of the form and that version should be legible.  Several applicants include the unsigned version as the legible copy but we should have a legible, signed version in the Application.  You’d be surprised how many of these we get that we just can’t read.Finally, you will notice that the blanks on this page are yellow.  They’re faint here but they’re quite vivid in Excel.  Yellow blanks, throughout the Application, are the ones that you will fill out.  There are blanks of other colors, such as white, grey or blue but those are auto-populated based on entries that you make to various yellow blanks.  As you’re going through the forms, you will find that highlighting yellow blanks will be easy and you can type into them with no problem.  Click on the other colored blanks and they will show you the location of their source information or the equation that will provide the data that will eventually fill that box.  This is the pattern that we use and you’ll get used to it almost immediately.

http://photopin.com/


Tab 1b – Meeting Selection, 4% Only 
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On Tab 2 you get your first introduction to why we call this the Multifamily Uniform Application.  We use this form for all of the sources of funding that we, the Multifamily Division, administer but this form applies only to the 4% tax credit.  You will use this form to tell us at which board meeting you’d like to have your App considered.  Since this form is not applicable to 9% or Direct Loan only applications, you can leave this tab out altogether.  If you’re not comfortable with that you can leave it there and (click) make a notation on it like N/A.  For forms that are applicable to 9%, but maybe not applicable to YOUR application, include the form and use the “N/A” notation like you see here.Now, this form usually produces an extra page with the rest of the meeting dates on it.  Delete that page since we don’t need it for 9% purposes. That’s a general rule of thumb for the entire Application.  When you find stray pages that have nothing on them, go ahead and delete those so they don’t take up unnecessary space.  



Tab 2 – Owner Consent 
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Behind Tab 3, before we get to the actual form, you’ll see this.  These little checklists appear throughout the full Application and they tell you what should be behind them.  We have included these to give you a kind of cheat sheet to tell you what goes behind the tab you’re working on.  Use this list.  When you fulfill an item, check it off.  That way you won’t leave out a vital piece of information, which you may or may not be able to provide later.  Remember, deficiencies are not going to allow you to supplement in cases of omitted information for points.  Also, this form offers prompts on different rules that may apply to your Application.  You’ll see more of these as we proceed and their purpose is to help you present a complete, reviewable document.  



Tab 2 – Owner Consent 

*Mark all relevant check boxes.                                       *Execute and have notarized. 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href=http://photopin.com>photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Here’s just a snippet of the Owner Consent.  The entire document for 2018 will soon be available on the Department’s website and you MUST use the 2018 form.  Please don’t send in the old one.  The year appears on it so use the correct one.  Also, there are check boxes on this form that you will need to read and mark if it’s applicable to your Development or Development Site.  Some of your selections will require additional documentation, so don’t omit that if it applies to you.  

http://photopin.com/


Owner Consent, cont’d. 
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Just so that you can see it, here are a few of the blanks that you’ll need to complete when dealing with this form.  You are going to make certain declarations and evidence will need to come with some of them as well.  I advised last year that you should look for indentions so that you don’t miss questions but the best thing you can do is to actually read the form itself and do what it tells you.  It’s cumbersome but that’s the best reason of all for reading it.  After all, you have no idea whether we’ve stipulated that your first $100,000 must be donated to “Save the River Cricket.”  The only way you’ll know is if you read it.  This and our other certifications will need to be properly executed and notarized so don’t forget to do that as you’re going through them.  



Tab 3 – Applicant Eligibility Cert. 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Tab 3 is the Applicant Eligibility Form and right before it is its checklist.  The list reminds you that the form should be behind this tab and there’s also a rule reminder there stating that certain things that could make the Development ineligible must be disclosed behind this tab.  The rule referred to there is §10.202, Ineligible Applicants and Applications.  If anything in this section applies to your Applicant or the Development you’re proposing, you will let us know about it behind this tab.



Tab 3 - Applicant Eligibility, cont’d 

A certification of the information in this subchapter as well as Subchapter B of this 
chapter must be executed by any individuals required to be listed on the organizational 
chart and also identified in subparagraphs (A) – (D) below. 
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The form itself must be executed by any person required to be listed on the organization charts.  We don’t need this one for entities, just persons.  The rule that covers this form, §10.204(2) states that one of these must be executed by any individuals required to be listed on the organizational chart and also those identified in subparagraphs (A) – (D).  Subparagraphs A-D break down who should be represented among these forms by type of organization.  It covers for-profit corporations, nonprofits, trusts and LLCs.  The descriptions tell you who must execute the form so be sure you don’t leave any out.  And start early in getting your applicable board members and other groups to sign them.  We check these against the organizational charts so any names that aren’t accounted for will be noticed.  These forms are often the ones that many of you are left waiting for as the deadline nears, so working on signatures as soon as the new form comes out is what you want to do.  If there are those who object to signing the form, refer them to the rule.  If they are required, they will have to sign one or exit the structure.  That’s the choice.  Your Application is incomplete if they’re not all there, but because no points are involved, you may add missing forms later via an Administrative Deficiency response.  One other thing about this form, we only need one full copy of the certification.  For the rest we’ll take the signature pages.  This will significantly reduce the page count for some of you.  It you have a large structure, sending in one full copy of the certification with multiple signature pages will save you 4 pages per signature.



Tab 4 – Direct Loan Certification 

Consult 10 TAC Chapter 13, The Multifamily Direct Loan Rules, for requirements. 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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For those of you applying for funding under the Multifamily Direct Loan NOFA, Tab 4 is where the Direct Loan certification goes. It's important to keep in mind that the NOFA imposes its own requirements, so you should read it carefully and make sure you understand what the requirements are.  Also, Direct Loan has its own rules, 10 TAC Chapter 13, separate from the QAP (Chapter 11) and Multifamily Rules (Chapter 10), so there is another document that you will need to consult if you plan to make Direct Loan funds part of your financing.



Tab 4 – Direct Loan Cert. 

Consult 10 TAC Chapter 13, The Multifamily Direct Loan Rules, for requirements. 
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This is just the top of the form but certification itself is about 8 pages long and includes boxes that require initials in them.  Very important to the Direct Loan program is the Tenant Relocation requirement as well so please review the requirements of that as you consider using Direct Loan funds.  Relocation is a HUD requirement and is not something that the Department can waive so if you have an occupied Development in your plans, relocation is something that you’ll need to consider.  Remember that you don’t always get to decide what type of funds you get so you don’t want to skip over relocation because you don’t intend to use HOME.  HOME may be exactly what you get and you will be responsible for relocation if it is.  Always plan for relocation.  



Tab 5 – Applicant Info. Page 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Tab 5 is the Applicant Info page and this is where you will give us your contact information.  More specifically we need the contact information of the people that you intend to communicate with us concerning the Application.  Who will deal with your deficiencies?  That’s who we want as your first contact.  Who’s their backup?  Make that your second contact.  Do you have a consultant?  Add their information here and they’ll be included on the deficiency email too.  This is how we know who communications should go to and it’s who we are responsible to inform.  Emails stating that other people should be put on the emails may or may not work out so use this page and put the people you want to receive your notices on it.  



Tab 6 - Self Score 

You don’t have to make entries, but you do need to confirm that the numbers are correct. 
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The self score form is behind Tab 6 and this form is where your score will appear.  You won’t fill this form out yourself.  It has no yellow blanks on it.  The points will populate based on what you select throughout the application.  If you get a score on this form that you don’t think is correct, the links in blue will take you to the relevant page so that you can make changes as you see fit.  Once we get this form, it doesn’t change so please confirm that the points you see in your pdf are the points you want.  You can’t go back and adjust it later.



Tab 7 – Site Information Pt. 1 
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Tab 7 is the Site Info 1 form and you’ll tell us here about your site and a few relevant features thereof.  First, though, I’d like to highlight a new item there at the top of the form.  We all know that sometimes these forms have to be redone for one reason or another and now we want you to enter the date of the revised form before you send it in.  We already date and time stamp them when they come in as part of a deficiency response but now there’s a new blank for you to complete when you do submit a new one.  The blank actually appears at the bottom of this particular page in Excel, but after conversion, my copy put it at the top of the page.  When you resubmit forms, be sure to complete this blank.  It has yellow field so it’s for you.As for the Site Information Form itself, the blanks are pretty self explanatory and most of them are yellow, which means YOU will be filling these in.  You’ll give us the address of your development or as close as you have to it, the city, region, zip, county, etc. Just fill every yellow blank out. There is only one census tract blank on this page but for those of you with multiple tracts to account for, you do have the “Multi Site form” which we’ll cover in a few minutes, to give us any others tracts that your site falls into.  



Tab 7 – Site Information Pt. 1, cont 
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The Site Info 1 form has been updated to include the Educational Quality threshold information.



Census Tracts = 11 Digits, not 4.  
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Let’s talk about census tracts for a second.  As you know, you are to give us the census tract number on the Site Information I form.  There must also be a map, showing the tract and its number, behind Tab 8.  Here you see two examples from census tract maps.  The top selection shows all 11 digits of the census tract number.  This is what we want to see.  Do not submit maps that only show the last four digits, as the bottom selection does.  We must be able to compare all 11 digits and we can’t if you don’t send the full number on your evidence. We will not assume that you have the first 7 digits right.  We need to be able to SEE that they’re right and the full number on the map is how we do that.



Site Information, Pt. 1, cont’d 
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The next section of the Site Information form covers your De-concentration Factors and asks whether your development violates one or more of them.  If so, you will provide resolutions from your city and/or county as appropriate.  It could be both depending on your site’s location.  You’ll also inform us here about the zoning of your site and all of your documentation will go behind Tab 8.



Tab 8 – Supporting Documentation, 
Site Info. 1 
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Tab 8 starts with the Site Info I check sheet, which gives you a list of what we are looking for behind this tab.  Along with the de-concentration resolutions, as applicable, we’ll be looking for different maps, evidence of zoning and there, next to the map instructions you see the map icon.  Hopefully those will catch your eye as you’re going through the Application and you’ll explore these lists to make sure that you’ve added everything you need.  I should mention at this point that the lists that we provide are there to help you but they do not replace the rule.  In assembling your Application you must ensure that you meet the rule in every aspect, not these lists.  What we attempt to do with these lists is to help you and to minimize deficiencies but they do not switch the responsibility for the completeness of your Application to us.  If you don’t consult the rules, you do yourself a disservice.  Saying something wasn’t on the list won’t make any of your omissions our responsibility.  The completeness of your Application remains your task alone.



Let me say that again… 

The lists that we provide are there to help you. They 
do not replace the rule.  In assembling your 
Application you must ensure that you meet the rule 
in every aspect, not these lists.  With these lists we 
attempt to help you and to minimize deficiencies.  
The lists do not switch the responsibility for the 
completeness of your Application to us.  If you 
don’t consult the rules, you do yourself a disservice.  
Saying something wasn’t on the list won’t make any 
of your omissions our responsibility.  The 
completeness of your Application remains your 
responsibility alone. 
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Questions so far??? 

photo credit: joshtasman <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/146303603@N04/32737124483">Question Finger 6</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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We have a ways to go but since we’ve switched gears, let’s clear a few questions.  Remember to send your questions in as they come to you and we will periodically take answer breaks as we’re progressing.



        Tab 9 – Site Information, Pt. 2 
Opportunity Index 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Tab 9 presents us with a 2018 change and the Site Info II has been updated to accommodate it.  The Opportunity Index continues to evolve and parts (A) and (B) have been revised.  Part (A) is the “threshold” portion.  You MUST score under part (A) in order to select amenities for points under part (B).  Part (A) requires that the Development Site be located entirely within a census tract with a poverty rate of less than the greater of 20% or the median for the region AND the census tract MUST either (i) have a median household income rate in the two highest quartiles, OR (ii): It must have a median household income in the third quartile;It must also be contiguous to a census tract in the first or second quartile;  The tracts can’t have physical barriers such as highways or rivers between them; andThe Development site must not be more than 2 miles from the tract boundary.  The form will give you these two selections to choose from and below the place where you put your contiguous tract’s full number…



Site Info., Pt. 2, Opportunity Index 
cont’d 
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…you’ll then get to this part of the page, which provides dropdowns to select your point items under B.  B allows you to select amenities, all of which are worth one additional point each, as long as you qualified for 1 or 2 points under A.  If you couldn’t get points under A you won’t get any of these.  There are 14 selections for Urban sites and 12 for Rural and you will have more boxes than you see here to select them.  One thing that you should keep in mind about any of these selections, however, is that no member of the Applicant can have any ownership in or be on the board for any amenity that you select for your property.  The rule provides the amenities list and they’re pretty clear as they are written.  The specific requirement for accessible routes meeting 2010 ADA no longer features among the selections, so let’s discuss the new requirement.



Route to Park and Transportation 
(applies to Urban Applicants only) 

photo credit: Never0dd0reveN <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/113551735@N04/18031284104">USB Aurora</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">(license)</a> 

What Do I Have to Prove and How Do I Do It?? 
 

1. The route has sidewalks for pedestrians. If there is no sidewalk, even on a 
portion of the route, you cannot select this item. Pictures from along the 
route or screen shots from Google Maps or a similar service (if it shows 
the current state) can confirm this. 

2.  The entirety of the sidewalk route (including, say, a driveway) must 
consist of a smooth hard surface, curb ramps where needed, and marked 
pedestrian crossings. Pictures from along the route or screen shots from 
Google Maps or a similar service (if it shows the current state) can confirm 
this. 

3. The distance of the route is 1/2 mile or less from the Development Site to 
the entrance of the park or public transportation stop or station.  This is 
NOT a straight-line measurement but a measurement of the route. Screen 
shots from Google Maps or a similar service can confirm this. 
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When we say “no sidewalk”, we are not talking about a spot where the sidewalk ends for, say, a driveway.  If the sidewalk route includes, say, a driveway, then as long as the driveway is hard surface and relatively smooth and even with the sidewalk, it should be okay.  If the driveway is made of dirt with large stones in it, you will need to explain how you believe that meets the requirement.The requirements on the screen are the ones we will have to be able to answer, based on your evidence, when determining whether we can award the point.  You will need to break each point item into its component parts and ensure that you provide evidence for each before you consider your evidence complete. You can bet that if there is a gap, your competition will point that out. 



• Grocery store and pharmacy have been split into two 
separate items.  They can be in the same building. 

• If you use local crime data, we want to see the data 
and the formula used to calculate the rate. 

• Requirements for several items are further defined. 
• Emphasis on substantive services and no affiliation or 

membership requirement for community 
organizations. 
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Site Info., Pt. 2, Opportunity Index 
cont’d 



Site Info., Pt. 2, Underserved Area 
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The Underserved Area point item, found in §11.9(c )5 has had quite a bit adjusted.  Hopefully this will make more areas that are underserved more attractive for new housing.  You only need one of these to qualify for points but they aren’t all worth the same amount so here goes.  The “A” criteria is an old one and it’s for being located in a colonia in whole or in part, that’s worth 2.  The “B” option is your site must be located entirely within the boundaries of an Economically Distressed Area.  Economically Distressed Area is a defined term and your site must meet the definition in order to get the 1 point available.“C” provides points if your site is located entirely within a census tract that does not have a development that was awarded less than 30 years ago according to the Property Inventory in the Site Demographics Characteristics Report, that’s worth 3.  We will talk about the year count in a second.“D” gives areas that can’t qualify for “C” a chance for 2 points if the census tract that does not have a development that was awarded less than 15 years ago.“E” is the one that was called “the flower” last year and it’s worth 5 points.  This one gets affordable housing into an area that hasn’t received an award in 15 years or more but there’s more to that.  The site has to be:Entirely within a census tract that is completely within an incorporated area.  That means none of the tract can sit outside the city limits.The tract itself and all of the tracts that touch it do not have a development that was awarded less than 15 years ago, and finallyThe Place, where the site is located, has a population of 150,000 people or more and is not applying in the At-Risk Set-Aside.  	If your site meets all of those, then it will qualify for 5 points.  
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Underserved Area, Year Count 

Go by the year of Board Approval 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, about that year count. The 15-year date is 2003 and the 30-year date is 1988.  Let’s look at some examples.The first Development received a 9% award in 1994 and a 4% award in 2012.  The 2012 date is the most recent award and that is the award you count from.  The second Development received one 9% award in 2005, and another award in  - NOT 2008 but 2006.  This was a forward commitment of 2008 credits.  We are looking for when the Development was awarded.The third Development is an anomaly that you may come across.  It received a 4% award NOT in 2004 but 2005, then in 2013 was “refunded”.  The “refund” did not add any credits to the deal, so this one remains a 2005 award.  If you are using one that has a similar status, let us know. 



Site Info, Pt. 2, Urban Core 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Urban Core scoring is again based on distance from your Development Site to the main municipal government administration building (in most cases city hall our county commissioner’s court). The thresholds for these points are that the Place where the Development Site is located must have a population of 200,000 or more, and that the Application can not be in the At-Risk Set-Aside. The “main municipal government administration building” is defined as the place where your municipal governing body meetings are held. The change just recognizes that it might not be called “city hall”. If the governing body has a main meeting place but meets somewhere else every once and while, the main place is still the main place.  Some places, like Houston, are not as clear.  Committee meetings and meetings for public comment and such are held at the city hall annex, but the meetings where votes are taken are held at city hall. The place where the council meets and takes votes is the main place, and that is the place to measure from. If you are not sure where you should measure from, just contact us.For Places with populations of 200,000 to 499,999 people, your Development Site must be within 2 miles of the building.  If you’ve got 500,000 or more it must be within 4 miles.  The measurement should be made from the nearest property boundaries not counting noncontiguous parking.  This is another juicy one worth 5 points so all of you who are looking at large cities, this is for you.



Site Info, Pt. 2, Revitalization 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Item 4 on the Site Info II is Concerted Revitalization Plan and this one can be a challenge.  It’s a point item that seeks to reward a development for coordinating itself with the city’s own plans for preserving and improving areas that have been neglected. In the best circumstances, your Development will serve to support the city’s own revitalization efforts so that our programs work with local ones to make great places to live and work.  That’s the idea, so let’s go through the components of a plan that will qualify for points.  §11.9(d)(7)(A) covers Urban developments and the first of the updates there is an instruction.  You must include either a copy of the plan itself or a link to the online copy of it and you must also describe where each of the items that answers the rule requirements are located.  The plan does not have to be titled “concerted revitalization plan”; it can be a plan for a Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone or a Tax Increment Finance or a similar effort.   The form lists all of the things that will qualify your plan, whatever type you’re using, and allows you the check off the items that apply to your plan and make it eligible.  There are 5 threshold criteria that must be met. New to the requirements is that the plan must be current at the time of application and remain active for three years after that.  If you meet the five top criteria you can get up to 7 points for having a few other features.  A letter from the appropriate local official documenting measurable improvements that have been made using the plan so far and highlighting how these improvements will lead to an appropriate area for housing will get you 4 points.  Two more points are available if your Development is identified as contributing most to the revitalization area.  Where we used to only accept one Development per plan, new this year is that if the plan covers more than one distinct area within the city or county, then one Development per distinct area can be designated and get points.  So a plan that covers several different areas or neighborhoods can benefit more than one Application now.  On the screen are just a few of the items that you need to look for. The Application has the full list.  



Site Info, Pt. 2, Revitalization, cont’d 
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Here’s the Rural checklist for revitalization points and the selections here are pretty straightforward.  Rural areas do not need to provide a written plan.  Developments can earn 4 pts if they’re doing rehabilitation or demolition and reconstruction of a Development that was at least 85% leased and more than 25 years old.  Updating a pretty successful yet obsolete property is being rewarded here.  The rule clarifies that if the property has units that aren’t habitable, they aren’t used in calculating the occupancy percentage so 85% of the habitable units must be leased and occupied.  Two additional points are available for developments that are identified by the municipality or county if not in a city at all, as contributing most to the revitalization efforts.  For Rural developments, there can be only one development identified as contributing most.  No “distinct area” clause to allow for more than one in this part of the rule.  
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Site Info, Pt. 2, Revitalization 

Be sure you include backup documentation 
for your amenity selections! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Developments in both Urban and Rural areas, one additional point is available if your development would score at least 4 points under the Opportunity Index.  You can’t actually get the 4 points but if your development would qualify for at least four, you’ll benefit from having those features nearby.  You will select the four amenities from the drop-down lists in the Urban or Rural section of the Application.Be sure to include the required back-up documentation for the amenities you select! 



Site Info, Pt. 2, Disaster Areas 

https://weather.com/storms/hurricane/news/2017-10-07-four-us-hurricane-landfalls-nate-maria-irma-harvey 
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Site Info II contains the election for Disaster Area points.  The southern United States has had a very robust hurricane season and with that has come severe damage to all kinds of housing and also, disaster declarations.  If you’re planning to apply your efforts in those areas affected by Hurricane Harvey, these should be simple points to claim.  Simply check to see whether your county has been declared to be a disaster area under Tex. Gov’t Code §418.014 by the time of full application or any time within the two-year period preceding the full app delivery date.  There is a list of Declared Disaster Areas posted on our website. Hurricane season is still going and if we get another declaration  prior to March 1, we will update that list.  If you believe that a county has been left off the list, let us know immediately. As a side note, the General Land Office will be handling Texas’ disaster money so unless something changes we, the illustrious TDHCA, will not be the place where you apply for those funds.  Details of that process should be out soon so getting on the Land Office’s mailing list would be a good move if you’re interested in disaster funding.



Tab 10, Site Info. 2 Checklist 
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The Site Information Part II form includes a lot of information; and a lot of backup 
documentation is required. This is one of those places where the checklist will 
definitely help you organize, but you are responsible for checking the rules to ensure 
that you are submitting everything you need to submit. 

Presenter
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Here’s part of the checklist for the Site Info II form and in keeping with the amount of information being covered behind this tab, its checklist is a full two pages long.  That’s a lot of hints that we’re throwing out, in an attempt to help you have fewer omissions in your applications so do take advantage of it. Also, it is not pictured here, but at the end of the page in the section on Disaster scoring, there is a checkbox for you to indicate that a county should be added to the list.  The Application must include evidence supporting the claim. 



Questions About Site Info 2? 
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That’s the end of the Site Information 2 form.  Let’s clear the questions that have accumulated?



Tab 11, Site Information, Pt. 3  
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Site Info 3 is the plush and extravagant home of Site Control information.  This form has changed only a little but we have a couple of problems that occur too often with its completion.  First, the top row of blanks are where you tell us the site size based on certain documents.  Remember that we check each of these documents to confirm the entries you make on this page so don’t just put anything in these blanks.  If the site is 5 acres on the site control, 7 on the site plan, 4.982 on the appraisal and 10 on the ESA, these blanks should say 5, 7, 4.982 and 10 respectively and then you should explain the differences in the large box in the middle of the screen.  Putting 5 in each blank isn’t acceptable.  Too many people are still doing this and it’s a deficiency that could be easily avoided.   Enter the site measurement as it appears in each document.  The only time they should all be the same is when each of the documents show the same measurement.Next, the information about your site control begins under section 2 and includes a blank for the date of last sale.  This blank is too often left empty.  Remember that if your site has been sold within the last 3 years, prior sellers must be disclosed.  The date of last sale tells us whether this applies to your application or not.  Leaving this item blank keeps us from being able to determine this quickly so do not leave it blank.  Again, too many people are doing this and it’s a deficiency that could be completely avoided.



Tab 11, Site Info, Pt.3, Ingress/Egress 

photo credit: tacoekkel <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/33118864@N00/3108651550">light bulb</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Here’s the addition to the site control documentation list and the purpose of it is to ensure that the Application identifies all of the land contemplated for use in the Development.  You’ll notice that the rule reference is §11.7 Tie Breaker Factors.  Because measurements, for the purpose of tie breakers, now include ingress and egress requirements and any easements, we need to know more about that land.  Here, we want to know whether your ingress and egress and land for easements are separately held land.  Is it covered in the site control that we’ve already got or is it to be handled using separate contracts?  Has it been purchased yet?  If not who owns it now?  The large box is where a narrative providing the information is to go and if you have the documents showing that you have that land secured, provide that behind Tab 12.  



Tab 11, Site Info, Pt. 3, 30% Boost 

(E) the Development is in an area covered by a 
concerted revitalization plan, is not an Elderly 
Development, and is not located in a QCT. A 
Development will be considered to be in an 
area covered by a concerted revitalization plan 
if it is eligible for and elects points under 
§11.9(d)(7) of this chapter.  

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The 30% Boost has been clarified as it pertains to concerted revitalization plans.  If your Development is in an area covered by a plan, you qualify for the boost as long as the Development isn’t Elderly and isn’t in a QCT. 



Tab 12, Site Info, Pt. 3, Checklist 
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Tab 12 holds the checklist for Site Info 3 and here’s just the top of it.  You’ll notice that under 30% boost it shows a much shorter list than the number of choices that you have.  That’s because not all of the choices require additional documents.  Some of the things you will claim are located in the Application elsewhere so we don’t need additional documents for all of them.  As always, though, check the rule and make sure you include any evidence that is required.



Tab 13, Multi Site Information Form 
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Alright, we’re going to dash through the next few forms because they are pretty familiar and haven’t experienced any changes.  We’ll just remind you what they’re for.First, if you’re buying several separately-owned tracts of land to make up your site or you’re using noncontiguous sites with separate contracts, this form will apply to you.  Since there’s only one set of blanks for the seller information on the Site Info 3 form, the Multi-Site form is where you’ll provide the information for your other contracts.  There are 5 spots for you to use and if you need more, just use another form.



Tab 14, Elected Officials 
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The elected officials form is partially shown here and this is where your federal, state and local elected officials are listed.  Keep in mind that if an office is vacant, you still must notify that office and then re-notify once the office is filled.   Some folks are unsure what to do when an office is unoccupied but you send the notification anyway.  Beyond that this form has plenty of room in it, all the dropdown menus you should need and should fit any city’s list of officials.  The checkbox at the top there is for you to tell us that your officials have not changed since pre-app.  If that box is checked we won’t expect any entries on this form but remember, if an official changes between pre-app and full, you will have at least the entry for that official to make.  



Tab 15, Neighborhood Organizations 
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The neighborhood organizations form is where your neighborhood organizations should be disclosed. Some people get confused about this form because they didn’t have any organizations at pre-app and they don’t know what to do about this form because of the way the question is worded.  It implies that there were organizations at pre-app and people get stuck on that.  Well, the purpose of that box is to tell us whether you had to re-notify any organizations.  Just like the Elected Officials form, if there has been no change since pre-app, you’ll check that box and we won’t expect anything more.  The question you’re answering is really “Did you need to re-notify?”  If not, check the box.



Tab 16, Certification of Notifications 
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The Certification of Notifications is where you’ll tell us about your notifications and when you did them.  There are only a couple of ways that this can go so we have the choices down for you.  If your pre-app notifications did not require update, check the Part 1 box.  If you had to re-notify,  select the box under Part 2.  For Part 3, read the certifications and understand what you are signing.  For Part 4, if you have no Neighborhood Organizations to account for, check this box.  If we find this box checked but you have Neighborhood Organizations listed under Tab 15, that will generate a deficiency so make sure these answers are consistent with each other.



Tab 17, Development Narrative 
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Tab 17, the Development narrative should be one of the more informative of the documents in the Application.  Here we hope to find a thorough description of the Development and we hope that if there’s anything unique or particularly unusual about your property, you will tell us all about it.  This form is where you identify your Target Population and whether you’ll be building new or fixing up.  Rather importantly, though, we are looking for a description of what you’re going to produce and anything significant that we should know about it.  This information is often sparse and we would like to see more.  The narrative box is larger this year to give you more room to be expansive about what your site will be contributing to its host community.  Are you providing any services, commercial space, daycare available to everyone, not just residents?  That’s good information.  We want that.  For elderly Developments, are you providing case management services, classes of some kind, housekeeping or medical care?  If your Development won’t require a further description, that is okay; but if it does, this is the place where you tell us.  Please use this space to be thoroughly descriptive about your prospective Development.  It would be a shame to waste all that new space.



§10.3(a)(1) - Adaptive Reuse 

(1) Adaptive Reuse--The change-in-use of an existing building not, at the time of 
Application, being used, in whole or in part, for residential purposes (e.g., school, 
warehouse, office, hospital, hotel, etc.), into a building which will be used, in whole or 
in part, for residential purposes. Adaptive reuse requires that the exterior walls of the 
existing building remain in place. All units must be contained within the original 
exterior walls of the existing building. Porches and patios may protrude beyond the 
exterior walls. Ancillary non-residential buildings, such as a clubhouse, leasing office 
and/or amenity center may be newly constructed outside the walls of the existing 
building or as detached buildings on the Development Site. Adaptive Reuse 
Developments will be considered as New Construction. 
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Relevant to this form is a small addition to the Adaptive Reuse definition.  When you’re selecting your building types you now have a new thing to think about.  The definition of Adaptive Reuse has had one line added at the very end.  For several purposes in the Application, Adaptive Reuse will be treated as New Construction.  There are times in the Application when the treatment of Adaptive Reuse becomes a little grey because it doesn’t fall into the “new” or “rehab” camp squarely.  It’s a new development but it will use an old building, that’s being repurposed.  In those instances, Adaptive Reuse will be treated as New Construction so keep that in mind as you go along.  

http://photopin.com/


Tab 17, Funding Request 
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Tab 17 is also where you’ll give us your funding request and tell us how much of the tax credit ceiling you’d like to have awarded to your development.  If you’re interested in Direct Loan as well you’ll indicate that here too.  When we want to see whether you qualify for Funding Request points, this is where we’ll look.  No changes there.



Tab 18, Development Activities, Pt. 1 
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Tab 18 is the Development Activities tab and the only addition here is a clarification concerning accessibility.  We want every applicant to be aware of the visitability requirement.  So let us explore visitability.



§10.101(b)(8)(B) - Visitability 

(B) Regardless of building type, all Units accessed by the ground floor or by 
elevator (“affected units”) must comply with the visitability requirements 
in clauses (i) – (iii) of this subparagraph. Design specifications for each 
item must comply with the standards of the Fair Housing Act Design 
Manual. Buildings occupied for residential use on or before March 13, 
1991 are exempt from this requirement. 

  
 (i) All common use facilities must be in compliance with the Fair Housing 

Design Act Manual; 
  
 (ii) To the extent required by the Fair Housing Design Act Manual, there 

must be an accessible or exempt route from common use facilities to the 
affected units; 
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In prior years we have tried to ensure that we make accommodation for persons with disabilities a feature of our developments.  The guiding principle was that of visitability.  The idea is to produce housing where a visiting person, who has a disability, would have access to a bedroom and a bathroom, should the desire for an overnight or prolonged stay be present.  We tried a couple of ways to express that, with limited success, so for 2018 we have this attempt.  This year we will defer to the Fair Housing Act Design Manual for certain items.  The manual can be downloaded from the HUD.gov website and you’re probably already very familiar with it.  For our part, we’re now referring you to that document and making its requirements good enough for our units.  Items i and ii cover common use facilities and the accessible routes outdoors…



Visitability, cont’d 
(iii) Each affected unit must include the features in subclauses (a) – (e) of this 
 clause. 
  (a) at least one zero-step, accessible entrance; 

 
  (b) at least one visitable bathroom or half-bath with toilet and sink on the 
  entry level. The layout of this bathroom or half-bath must comply with one 

 of the specifications set forth in the Fair Housing Act Design Manual; 
 

  (c) the bathroom or half-bath must have the appropriate blocking relative to 
  the toilet for the later installation of a grab bar, if ever requested by the 

 tenant of that Unit; 
 

  (d) there must be an accessible route from the entrance to the bathroom or 
  half-bath, and the entrance and bathroom must provide usable width; and 

 
  (e) light switches, electrical outlets, and thermostats on the entry level must 
  be at accessible heights. 
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…and item iii talks about the unit itself. Look over these requirements. Most of them are being met already. Does anyone see anything vague that we can clarify right now?



Tab 19, Development Activities, Pt. 2 

• Part 6 – Tenant Populations with Special 
Housing Needs: 
– Applicants must try to score first with 

subparagraph (A) and then subparagraph (B), both 
of which pertain to the requirements of the 
Section 811 Project Rental Assistance Program 
(“Section 811 PRA Program”) (10 TAC Chapter 8).  

– Only if an Applicant or Affiliate cannot meet the 
requirements of subparagraphs (A) or (B) may an 
Application qualify for subparagraph (C).   
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Tab 19, Development Activities 2 is a still full of point items and one of them has had an evolution.  §11.9(c )(6) covers Tenant Populations with Special Housing Needs and this item is again combined with the 811 program.  We haven’t talked much about the 2018 Procedures Manual but the description in it for this item is very helpful so I thought I’d use it here.  If you are pursuing Special Housing Needs points, you must first attempt to score by way of subparagraph A and then subparagraph B.  Subparagraphs A and B both address participation in the 811 program.  811 has been moved from threshold to this point item and if you want the 2 points for Special Housing Needs, you will first have to address your eligibility for 811 using an existing property.  If you have an eligible property, you must allow it to participate in 811 to get the points.  If you have no eligible existing properties, you can obtain the points by volunteering for 811 using the Application property.  If your Application property is ineligible, you can move on to C, by which you set aside 5% of your units for Persons with Special Needs. The rule sets out who these populations are.  811 will now come first for Special Housing Needs points, after that, the old way of qualifying kicks in.  You can’t opt out of A and B and still obtain points under C.  If you have or are producing an eligible property, 811 participation is the only way you’ll get these points.



Tenant Populations with Special Needs 

Halogen Light Bulb – photo credit freeimages.com/tijmenvandobbenburgh 
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Here’s a piece of the section where you’ll make your selections and right at the top you will see that your first piece of evidence is a TDHCA approval letter for an existing development’s participation in the 811 program.  What does that imply?  That you will need to communicate with the 811 staff and obtain this approval letter BEFORE the application due date.  If you intend to claim that you don’t have any qualifying properties, the 811 staff can produce a rejection letter that states that for you and that would be the best evidence to provide if you’re intending to attempt to get these points under C.  You will need to obtain that rejection letter BEFORE the application due date.  Don’t wait to have your 811 status verified.  It’s a point item now and you don’t get two chances to earn points.  



Special Housing Needs - Evidence 
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We’ve mentioned previously that evidence may need to have more than one component.  This is true in the case of Special Housing Needs points for example.  If you wish to use C, rather than A or B, you not only have to check the box stating that you will do what “C” tells you, you have to show that you don’t qualify for A or B.  When reviewing for this point item, we will look for evidence to rule out A and B before proceeding to give you points for C.  We’ll see whether you qualify for A, BASED ON THE EVIDENCE YOU PROVIDE, and then we’ll check whether you qualify for B, BASED ON THE EVIDENCE YOU PROVIDE.  The best evidence is a letter from 811 staff because they will have confirmed your eligibility correctly, based on their rules.  You must account for all properties that the people in the ownership have control over.  Have you done that?  They will.  Are all of the properties on the Previous Participation Form accounted for?  We can check that pretty quickly and if there’s an inconsistency when we compare them, that’s it.  We won’t research these things FOR you and determine whether you have a property that qualifies. After March 1, the 811 staff won’t have a reason to research it either. The deficiency that you’ll get will simply ask you where the evidence for the missing property is. You will NOT be given a deficiency to provide evidence later.  You simply will not receive these points and as we all know, 2 points can make or break your position in the rankings. Get this step taken care of EARLY, because you will not have the chance to supplement your application with evidence in order to gain these points after March 1. 



Tab 19, Development Activities, Pt. 2 
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The rest of the Development Activities 2 is the same and will allow you to select points for Pre-Application, choosing a longer affordability period, Historic Preservation, Right of First Refusal and not exceeding the 100% funding request for your region.  The rule references for each of these appears on the application but these are old items.  We’re used to these now.  You’ll notice that there is no separate checklist for this tab but the information you need has been placed on the form itself.  It is its own checklist in that sense and you will see that pattern again.



Tab 20, Existing Development Info. 

Light Bulb:  photo credit freeimages.com/MatthewBowden 
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Tab 20 still deals with existing developments and opens giving you the chance tell us how your development qualifies to compete in the At-Risk set aside.  If you elected to compete in that set aside, you will need to select from this list and provide documentation behind the tab.  The rule that tells us what At-Risk is has had a few things added to it but the changes amount to clarifications of statutory references and requirements and explanations about the status of the qualifying funding that makes a development at-risk.  An important addition worth noting, however, is the addition of §11.5(3)(B)(iii).  



Tab 20, At-Risk Qualification 

(iii) Developments with existing Department LURAs must have completed all 
applicable Right of First Refusal procedures prior to the Pre-Application Final 
Delivery Date.  
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This addition pertains to those properties that want to use 10 TAC §11.5(3)(B) of the rule as their basis for At-Risk status.  If this is your election, you will need to determine well ahead of time whether you have a Right of First Refusal (“ROFR”) to honor.  If you do, you must have completed, not only started but completed all applicable ROFR procedures prior to the Pre-App due date in order to qualify for the Set-Aside at full application.  We won’t review this at pre-app but we will look for it at full-app. There is no documentation that you have to provide to prove that you have completed ROFR.  Just tell us if it is applicable, and we will check with the Asset Manager.Now, who does this affect?  Applications for properties with tax credits already on them.  This means primarily Rehabs.  When does it matter?  It matters when your property becomes eligible for a Qualified Contract.  If that’s the case, you need to know whether the property also has a ROFR requirement because that must be done first before the property is actually cleared for a Qualified Contract.  The requirement will be found in the LURA.  If it isn’t there, there is none.  If you find the requirement, you will need to have a talk with the Asset Manager for the property and follow their process for initiating a ROFR.  Truthfully, you should consult the Asset Manager to ascertain whether the ROFR applies.  The ROFR process is not something that will be completed quickly. As the rule declares, you have to complete all of the ROFR procedures before you’re eligible to apply for new credits in the At-Risk Set-Aside.  



Tab 20, At-Risk Qualification, cont’d 
(C) An At-Risk Development qualifying under Tex. Gov’t Code 
§2306.6702(a)(5)(B) must meet one of the following requirements:   
(i) Units to be rehabilitated or reconstructed must be owned by a public 
housing authority or a public facility corporation created by a public 
housing authority under Chapter 303, Local Government Code and receive 
assistance under §9, United States Housing Act of 1937 ; OR 
(ii) Units to be rehabilitated or reconstructed received assistance under §9 
and either have been disposed of or demolished by a public housing 
authority or a public facility corporation in the two-year period preceding 
the application for housing tax credits or are proposed to be.  
 
In either case, if the Units are reconstructed, the Application will be 
considered New Construction. 
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There are other changes in the rules in 10 TAC §11.5(3)(C) , but they are mainly clarifications to match more closely to §2306.6702(a)(5)(B) .  We often have partnerships between public housing authorities and the tax credit program that seek to combine resources in order to replace old, dilapidated, obsolete public housing units with new, modern tax credit units.  Some of those housing authorities are planning demolition, some have already demolished buildings that were in severe condition, with a view toward replacing them.  The new part C has three parts and starts with the fact that if you have units like this, the units must be owned by a PHA or PFC and receive (present tense) Section 9 assistance.  Or the units have been demolished or disposed of by a PHA or PFC no more than two years prior to the application submission.  



Tab 20, At-Risk Qualification, cont’d 
(iv) To the extent that an Application is eligible under Tex. Gov’t Code 

§2306.6702(a)(5)(B)(iii), the Development must receive assistance through 
the Rental Assistance Demonstration (“RAD”) program administered by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(“HUD”). Applications must include evidence that RAD participation is 
included in the applicable public housing plan that was most recently 
approved by HUD, and evidence (in the form of a Commitment to enter 
into a Housing Assistance Payment (“CHAP”)) that HUD has approved the 
units proposed for Rehabilitation or Reconstruction for participation in the 
RAD program.  
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And then there is RAD.  Public housing units can be eligible for At-Risk by using the Rental Assistance Demonstration program.  Converting your property to RAD units involves an application process with HUD and you will need to provide a copy of or a link to the PHA showing that HUD approved the PHA’s plan to participate in RAD, AND evidence that you’ve begun that process in earnest by presenting a CHAP letter in your Application.  CHAP stands for Commitment to enter into a Housing Assistance Payment.  So participating in the RAD program gets your public housing development into the At-Risk Set-Aside.  And finally…



Tab 20, At-Risk Qualification, cont’d 
First two are required: 
(i) the affordability restrictions and any At-Risk eligible subsidies are approved to be 

transferred with the units proposed for Rehabilitation or Reconstruction prior to 
the tax credit Carryover deadline; 

(ii) the Applicant seeking tax credits must propose the same number of restricted 
units (e.g., the Applicant may add market rate units); and  

  
Then pick one of these: 
(iii) the new Development Site must either qualify for points on the Opportunity 

Index under §11.9(c)(4) of this chapter (relating to Competitive HTC Selection 
Criteria); OR  

(iv) the local Governing Body of the applicable municipality or county (if 
completely outside of a municipality) in which that Development is located 
must submit a resolution confirming that the proposed Development is 
supported by the municipality or county in order to carry out a previously 
adopted plan that meets the requirements of §11.9(d)(7). Development Sites 
that cross jurisdictional boundaries must provide a resolution from both local 
governing bodies. 
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10 TAC §11.5(3)(D) deals with options for Units that will be demolished and rebuilt on the same site or moved to a different site. If the Units will be reconstructed on a different site, you will have to meet the criteria under (i-iv) to relocate the Units and still be considered At-Risk. The first two criteria go together and cover the affordability restrictions transferring with the units and the approval for that transfer being received prior to Carryover and then proposing the same number of restricted units at the new site as you had at the old is second.  If you can say yes to both of those, then you’ll need a third component but you now have two options.  Option (iii) the new site must qualify for Opportunity Index points or the brand new option (iv), the local governing body passes a resolution supporting the development as part of its revitalization plan.  The rule there, 11.9(d)(7) covers Concerted Revitalization.  So if you intend to demolish and relocate public housing units and you want to be considered At-Risk as well, you will need to meet 1 and 2 and then either 3 or 4 in order to achieve that. That’s the end of changes on Tab 20, the rest of the form is the same.  All I’ll say on that is be sure your documentation answers the questions that you’re asked and if you’ve got lots of pages, it would help if you highlight the relevant items, such as the pre-payment language in your loan contracts.  Those are sometimes hard to find for us.  We do write our share of deficiencies in this section but overall, you guys to do a decent job. 



Tab 21, Occupied Developments 
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On to Tab 21, Occupied Rehabs.  This form has changed…….  The name is Occupied Developments.  We used to call it “Occupied Rehabs”, but the information pertains to more than just rehabs.  Mostly the same information is required.  
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Tab 21, Occupied Developments, cont. 

The form clarifies applicability of URA to the Section 811 PRA Program and the 
Direct  Loan Program, and…  
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…includes a certification  

Tab 21, Occupied Developments, cont. 

And finally, … 
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…a Direct Loan Only RARAP certification. 

Tab 21, Occupied Developments, cont. 



Question Stop 
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Stare at this creepy person while we clear some questions.  



BREAK TIME!!!! 
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Now we’ll take a 15 minute break.  Take a trip to the facilities, grab a snack and we’ll finish the 2018 Full Application.



Tab 22, Architectural Drawings 
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Tab 22 is once again where your plans, drawings, and elevations go.  The checklist, the top of which you see on the screen, has been expanded to give you even more help in getting what you need behind this tab.  Of particular note in the rule concerning building plans is the fact that rehabs are no longer exempt from providing building floor plans.  We want them from every development type now so rehab folks, you need to have building plans too.  We have updated the list to include a unit and building type table matrix that indicates the distribution of accessible Units and to include the visitability requirements.  Another thing added is the location and number of accessible parking spaces.Let’s talk about parking spaces.



How many accessible parking spaces 
do I need? 

First, some basics: 
• Standards are ADA (pg 69) and FHA (pg 2.23): 

– https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStandards/2
010ADAStandards.pdf 

– https://www.huduser.gov/publications/pdf/fairhousin
g/fairch2.pdf 

• There must be one accessible space per 
accessible Unit located on the closest route to the 
accessible Unit (ADA). 

• When calculating additional spaces needed, use 
whichever yields the larger number of spaces. 
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Accessible Parking, cont. 

• If you have different kinds of parking, e.g. lot, 
carport, and garages, each “facility” has to meet 
the standards individually. 

• When parking spaces are provided for leasing 
office and amenities, use ADA Table 208.2 to 
calculate. 

• If there is a separate amenity (e.g. a pavilion in 
the back corner of property) that provides non-
accessible spaces, at least one space would need 
to be an accessible. 
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• Parking spaces must be dispersed amongst the 
parking types provided at the Development 
due to each parking type being its own 
parking facility. See the chart at ADA 208.2 

• You will provide information about parking 
after the Building/Unit Configuration Form. 
 

We will now go through a very simple parking 
scenario to illustrate the requirements.   
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Accessible Parking, cont. 



Accessible Parking Scenario 

Example:  
Consider a 3 story, nonelevator Development with 200 
Units and 450 total spaces including 300 surface parking 
spaces, 100 carports, and 50 garages.   
• 10 (5%) of the Units would be accessible Units, each 

requiring one accessible space located on the closest 
route to the accessible Unit per ADA 208.2.3.1.  

• The Development would also require one accessible 
space at the clubhouse (assuming no other onsite 
amenities with their own parking spaces).   

This gives 11 required accessible spaces to start with. 
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The first 11 spaces will be located in the surface lot facility.



Accessible Parking Scenario, cont. 

The FHA 2.23 requirement is that 2% of parking 
spaces serving covered dwelling Units be accessible.  
Per the FHA, in developments of 2 or 3-story walk-
up buildings where the ground floor Units are 
single-story, all the ground floor Units are 
“covered”.  Based on the example, calculate:  
 450 (total spaces) – 11 (accessible spaces from the 
lot) = 439 / 3 (to include only the ground floor 
covered Units) = 146 * 2% = 2.92 (round up);  
so, 3 additional accessible spaces required  
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Lets see what ADA requires.



Accessible Parking Scenario, cont. 
According to ADA 208.2.3.2, where the total number of 
parking spaces provided for each residential dwelling Unit 
exceeds one space per residential dwelling Unit, 2% is 
required of all the parking spaces not covered by 208.2.3.1.  
Calculate:   
450 (total spaces) – 200 (to remove the one-space-per-unit 
excess) – 10 (to remove those covered by 208.2.3.1) = 240 * 
2% = 4.8 (round up); so 5 additional parking required 
  
We use the standard that results in the higher number of 
spaces, so 5 would be the number chosen for the additional 
accessible parking spaces for residents. 
Required are 11 spaces plus 5 spaces for 16 accessible spaces. 
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Is everybody with me?



Van parking spaces –  
For every 6 or fraction of 6 parking spaces 
required by 208.2, at least one will be van 
accessible. Based on example above, 16 total 
spaces would be required (10 accessible spaces, 
one clubhouse space, and the five additional 
spaces), so 3 van accessible spaces required 
(there are two “sixes” and one “three” in 16). 
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Accessible Parking Scenario, cont. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll let you wrap your mind around that for a second.



• Of the 16 spaces required, 4 would need to be carport 
spaces (based on 100 carport spaces) and 2 accessible 
garages (50 garage spaces).  
This is more than the 5 extra spaces calculated, so at 
least one of the spaces previously determined to be 
required for the accessible units and clubhouse has to 
be a garage or carport space.   

• The 4 and the 2 would also be required to have at 
least 1 van accessible space, including a minimum 98” 
garage door for the van accessible garage. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This discussion points out the minimum requirements to be met.  Applicants are always welcome to exceed the minimum requirements.



Can You Read This? 

Neither Can We.   

Convergent Strabismus - Photo credit:  freeimages.com/kristinsmith 
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In that vein I want to highlight one thing that I’d like you to be aware of as you’re putting your site plans and other drawings in.When you turn in your site plans, surveys and unit plans and any other documents, please be sure that they are legible.  This came out of a 2017 application and if I were looking for information in this paragraph, it may be here but I have no way of knowing it.  When you turn in maps with small print, enlarge it yourself and make sure it doesn’t look like this.  If you can’t read it, neither can we so don’t send something that we obviously can’t use.  



Tab 23, Specifications & Building/Unit 
Configuration Form 

From this… 

…to this. 

Halogen Light Bulb – photo credit freeimages.com/tijmenvandobbenburgh 
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Tab 23’s form didn’t change. We no longer ask for general common area measurements on this form; that goes on the building floor plans.  We are still asking for measurements that only pertain to Supportive Housing Developments.  Remember that Supportive Housing gets to use common area up to 50 square feet per unit in their Cost Per Square Foot equation.  The second line there is where that number goes, and it comes from the site plan.  The first box there asks for the total common area that you have in your Supportive Housing development.  If your 50 sq ft per unit ends up being more square feet than you have in total common area, then the total common area number is the one we’ll use.  If your Development is not Supportive Housing, don’t enter anything here.  How perfectly sensible. 



chart to figure out accessible unit requirements. 

Tab 23, Specifications & Building/Unit 
Configuration Form 

Halogen Light Bulb – photo credit freeimages.com/tijmenvandobbenburgh 
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Previously, off to the right side of the form were charts that help you figure 
out accessible unit requirements. New this year, these charts are included in 
sub-worksheets 23a and 23b. 23c includes a chart that will help you figure 
out parking.  Provide those charts in the Application!!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I won’t go through the parking scenario again. Just know that once you figure out how many additional parking spaces you need, this will help you with dispersion.  Your architect probably has a more sophisticated way of doing this, but it doesn’t hurt for you to know as well. Play with it; see if there is a scenario where it does not work, and let me know.  As part of our ongoing attempts to ensure that this information is correct from the start of the process, we want to see how you (or your architect) are calculating these items.  You will include each chart in the Application.



Tab 24, Rent Schedule 

Halogen Light Bulb – photo credit freeimages.com/tijmenvandobbenburgh 
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Next up is the rent schedule and there have been no changes here.  We’d like to remind you, however, that your non-rental income must all be itemized.  Things like, “etc”, unnamed “fees” and “misc” are not acceptable on this form.  You have to tell us what you’re charging for by name.  No exceptions.



Tab 24, Rent Schedule, Pg. 2 
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Page two is a page that auto fills and there aren’t any changes to it this time except for a revision line that has been added just above the title box at the top there.  So when you have to submit a new one of these, be sure to enter the date of the latest version.



Tab 25, Utility Allowances 

Lightbulb:  photo credit freeimages.com/PawelZawistowski 
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Tab 25 is for the utility allowance and you do need to complete this form with the amount of each allowance, even if they will be paid by the owner.  Still need them.  We also need documentation of your allowances using the correct source and if you are using a non-PHA source, you must have that approved before turning in your Application.  This is not new but it is missed quite frequently so address this early. The Utility Allowance presentation will again be posted on our website.



Tab 26, Annual Operating Expense 

Lightbulb:  photo credit freeimages.com/PawelZawistowski 
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The Annual Operating Expense Sheet is still Tab 26 and it has the same blanks this year.  What we’d like for you to watch is naming your “Other” expenses and entering your debt service correctly.  This is where we look to see whether your debt is being treated as hard or soft.  For Bonds we look to see that you have your bond fees included if TDHCA is your issuer.  Taxes and exemptions from taxes are shown here are well so it’s a very informative document for us.  We take a lot from it for different parts of the application so please complete it correctly.



Tab 27, Pro Forma 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The pro forma is Tab 27 and this is another old familiar form and this is the bottom of it here.  Remember that you do need one of these signed by your construction and permanent lender for the Financial Feasibility points, which we’ll get to, and you also see the revised date line has been added to bottom of this one too.  Keep in mind that your debt coverage ratio will be a source of deficiencies if it falls below 1.15.  If it does, you’ll need to explain that and your deal may be determined infeasible if you can’t maintain a DCR of 1.15 or better, unless you’re a Supportive Housing Development, having no hard debt at all or you’re USDA.  That’s not new.



Tab 28, Off-Site Costs 

If you put numbers in this, 

You have to have this. 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th 
January 2005</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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The Off-site Costs for , Tab 28, has not changed either but we will remind you here that if you enter amounts on the Development Cost Schedule under Off-site Costs, you have to have one of these executed to justify those costs.  We don’t see this done wrong very often but it does happen so just remember, if you have numbers in your off-sites section, you’ll have to also supply this breakdown executed. (click)  The one we get should look like this with numbers that are consistent with your cost schedule on it.  The costs have to be justified in narrative form by your engineer as well.  We usually can find this in the Feasibility Report.  (Click) That’s where this note was copied and pasted from.  You can also use a letter, but make sure it’s somewhere. Otherwise a deficiency will result.  This is correctable with an addition since points aren’t involved so that option is open if you make a mistake here.



Tab 29, Site Work Costs 

If you put numbers in this, 

you have to have this. 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th 
January 2005</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 

Same for this one. 
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Site Work Costs, Tab 29, same thing as Tab 28.  If there are amounts on the Cost Schedule for Site Work, you will need an executed one of these for you file.  Now if you’re doing rehabs, your site work costs have to reach certain levels so don’t forget about that.  USDA rehabs must spend $25k per unit in building costs and site work, Bonds under 20 years old must spend $20k , Bonds over 20 years old must spend $30k.  Everybody else doing rehab must spend $30k per unit in building costs and site work and we will be checking for that.  For all of you who are doing new construction your costs have no prescribed floor per se but if you exceeds $15k per unit and is included in eligible basis, you’ll have to provide a CPA letter allocating what qualifies for eligible basis and what doesn’t.  We often have to send for this after the fact but because no points are involved, you can provide it later if need be.  We don’t encourage it, you understand, but it’s possible.



Tab 30, Development Cost Schedule 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Tab 30 is the Development Cost Schedule and this is one of the longer more labor intensive forms that you’ll deal with.  Yellow blanks everywhere.  You’ll enter your financing plans here, how much you intend to spend on relevant items fees and services belongs all over this form and if you’re claiming something you’re getting offsets some of your costs, you must record it here or we won’t be able to give you points for that.  Many of you miss this and it costs you points.  You need to put whatever discounts or waived fees you’re going to receive on, this, form.  There’s really nowhere else for you to put waived or offset cost information so you have to remember to put it on this form.  Just make a note (click) in this column on the appropriate line. Obviously not here but you get the idea.  If fees are being waived, put it on the fee’s line.  This column is good for notes of all kinds so if something in your financing could do with an little side note, use this space.



Tab 30, Cost Per Square Foot 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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In page 2 of this form you’ll have space (click) to enter the amount you want us to use in calculating your cost per square foot.  Now, if you don’t enter amounts here we will use your actual numbers; so if you’d like us to use something else, enter something in these boxes.



Tab 30, Cost Estimator 

Make sure your entry here matches the Development Team Members form. 

Free Light Bulb 2 Stock Photo:  photo credit freeimages.com/BrunoNeves 
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The last page of the Cost Schedule is where you will enter your score for cost per square foot.  It’s also where the name and phone number of your Cost Estimator belongs.  Now while this may seem like a zero-consequence blank, be aware that this entry has a counterpart on the Development Team Members form.  (Click) These entries should match so don’t use different people or leave this or the Development Team form blank. 



Tab 31, Sources and Uses 

• Do not forget to NAME your funding sources. 
• Include a GOOD narrative that describes your 

development’s financing. 
• Have your financing partners SIGN it. 
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Tab 31, where we always take a deep breath as we’re reviewing these applications, holds the Sources and Uses.  This form is two pages long and you can look at it later but we’ll talk about the highlights.   The first page is where you enter your dollar amounts and your sources of funding.  Remember that your dollar amounts, interest rates and terms must match the commitment letters and you do need to enter all relevant information like lien positions, syndication rates and requested amount of tax credits.  Too often, the blank for funding sources is empty or wrong.  We realize you often know how much money you need to get before you know where it’s coming from so please add “Check Sources Blanks” to your final checklist so that you don’t turn in a form with sources missing or different from the commitment letter.Next, Page 2 has larger boxes on it and they are for particular things.  The financing narrative is first.  You must include a financing narrative and it should describe the financing of your deal so that the underwriters will know what’s going on.  We sometimes get very short narratives that don’t discuss much of anything.  You do need to make an effort with these and if you find the size of the box uninspiring, you can always include the narrative as a separate document.  The next box below that is for your replacement reserves.  This entry we expect to be short.  Just the facts ma’am, that’s what we’re looking for here.  Finally, the last box is for the subsidies that you’re using and below that there are signature lines.  These are very important and will save you deficiencies on your commitment letters.  Your financing partners have to acknowledge all your other financing, and the easiest way to do that is to have each of them sign a copy of this form.  If they don’t sign this, they have to acknowledge all the other financing in their commitment letters and most construction/permanent letters don’t routinely do that.  This requirement was new last year so people are still not doing it consistently yet but do try and remember to get these signatures.  We need to see that your partners know about the other financing in the deal beyond their own.  



Tab 32 & 33, Direct Loan 

• Tab 32, Financial Capacity Information 
– Pertains to deals using Direct Loan for 50% or 

more of Development costs unless using USDA 
515 funds.  Tab tells you what to provide. 
 

• Tab 33, 5% Match 
– You’ll need to include the commitment letter from 

your Match provider.  If not here, then behind Tab 
35.  Preferably here. 

href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>  
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We’re going to breeze past 32 & 33 quickly since Direct Loan isn’t our primary focus today but we do want to mention them as some of you may want to layer Direct Loan with your tax credits.  Tab 32 is for Financial Capacity Information and Tab 33 is for your 5% Match funding documentation.  In both cases use the tabs to house your documents and be sure that they are consistent with the Sources and Uses, in the case of Match, the commitment letter.  



Tab 34, Finance Scoring, LPS Funding 

Must now equal $500 or more for Urban Applications and $250 or more for Rural. 
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Moving on to Tab 34 and yet another evolution in the Local Political Subdivision point item.  This item is still worth 1 point but now, a minimum amount is prescribed rather than being left open.  Urban developments must receive a commitment of at least $500 for points and Rural developments, $250.  These are still small amounts but they should help eliminate the problem that arose with letters coming in with no dollar amount specified.  This way, there’s a definite number that must appear in the letter and if your city wants to go higher, they definitely can.  



Tab 34, Financial Feasibility  

photo credit: Wouter de Bruijn <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/26646199@N05/34218894490">Work No. 1820 - Martin Creed</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>   
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Part 2 of Tab 34 covers an old favorite, worth 18 points if you do it right.  Financial Feasibility points are awarded for a pro forma signed by your permanent lender accompanied by a letter stating that in their opinion the deal is feasible and that the Principals have been examined and found to be acceptable, not objectionable or otherwise A-OK with them.  This subject is very often made part of the commitment letter or it could be a separate letter altogether.  We see both pretty equally and it doesn’t matter how it’s done, as long as it’s present.  If you don’t put this behind Tab 35, we’ll also look for it behind Tab 27, the Pro Forma tab.  Beyond that we’ll be stumped so definitely put it in one of those logical places.  



Tab 34, Leveraging 

Free Light Stock Photo:  Photo credit freeimages.com/LazarosVarveris 
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The Leveraging point item is Part 3 of the form and it’s still the same.  It provides up to 3 points if at least 5% of the total units are restricted at 30% and your tax credit request is less than a certain percentage of your Development Costs.  This item is subject to adjustment if you update your Cost Schedule for some reason so while it will originally be based on what you turn in on the due date, it can change if things develop afterward.  You’ll notice here that the form will autofill for the most part, allowing you to simply tell us how many points you’re after.  The equations will pull from the entries that you make on the cost schedule and the rent schedule so you won’t have to do the calculations by hand for this item.  If you DO have to revise your cost schedule or rent schedule, remember to send in a new one of these as well.  



Tab 35, Checklist 
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Tab 35 is the checklist for items supporting those claims made on Tab 34, as well as being the location for your financing documentation in general.  You commitment letters, your syndication letter, even your historical designation letter belong behind this tab.  If we don’t find what we’re looking for here or in another logical place, remember that only if it isn’t a point item do you get the chance to provide documentation for something after the Application deadline. Use this checklist to help yourself not omit anything.  That’s what they’re for. 



Tab 36, Sponsor Characteristics 

• Must have a HUB or nonprofit. 
• Percentage total => 50% (not 80 any more). 
• Housing-specific experience must be described in 

narrative form.  What did they DO? 
• Material participation worth 2 pts. 
• Nonprofit used for 2 pts (A) requires participation 

in Nonprofit Set-Aside. 
• Supportive services  and no NP Set-Aside (B) 

worth 1pt. 

Free Light of Technology Stock Photo:  Photo credit freeimages.com/TanAikhong 
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Tab 36 is the location of our HUB and nonprofit point item, Sponsor Characteristics.  This item gives you points for bringing a Historically Underutilized Business or a nonprofit organization actively into the development process.  This point item has evolved over the years as well and I suppose that’s because the goal of it is hard to test for.  What we want is to encourage you to bring those who would normally be outsiders to the tax credit process, into your deal so that this program can become accessible to a wider pool.  And we don’t want a situation where you just add someone who doesn’t have any opportunity to do anything substantial but that you bring these folks in and place them in a position to really get their hands dirty and their feet wet in our process.  That’s the goal and this year, here’s how we’re evaluating it.To get these points, the HUB or nonprofit must reach a percentage total of at least 50%, down from 80%, when you add their cash flow, developer fee and ownership percentages together.  In cases where the HUB or nonprofit controls the general partner, they must have at least 5% in each category, ownership, developer fee and cash flow, in order to qualify.  In this way we hope to ensure that the sponsor is involved in all aspects of the development, and not just relegated to an area where they can’t get in the way.  You must also include a detailed narrative that tells us of your sponsor’s  experience in the housing industry.  Housing-specific activities are what we’re interested in.  Remember to tell us what they did, not just that they did something.  There’s nothing more annoying than looking for something in a document and finding after a full page of words, that it just isn’t there.  Do Not answer the question, “What has your HUB done in the housing industry,” with, “They participated in the housing industry.”  Just. Don’t.  You must tell us what they did and you won’t get points without that.  If applicable, we also want to know how they will materially participate.  Think about you compliance visit when you write this. And finally, there are now two options for points for this item.  If your HUB or nonprofit will materially participate, along with meeting the other criteria, then you qualify for 2 points and if your HUB or nonprofit will only provide on-site tenant services, that’s worth 1.  



Sponsor Characteristics, cont’d 

Free Light Stock Photos 8 Stock Photo:  Photo credit freeimages.com/Stratsan 
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The Sponsor Characteristics form has been expanded to allow you to enter the appropriate selections and it has been rearranged to try to gather the information more efficiently.  The first part allows you to confirm that you qualify for 2 points and it starts with which type of sponsor you will have and how their percentages are distributed among ownership, cash flow and developer fees.



Sponsor Characteristics, cont’d 

Free Light Stock Photos 8 Stock Photo:  Photo credit freeimages.com/Stratsan 
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Then you’ll tell us whether your HUB or nonprofit will materially participate and provide a narrative describing what they will be responsible for, as it relates to their material participation.  Remember, not just that they will participate but how they will do it, is what we want to find out.  After that you’ll check the box telling us that they have experience in the housing industry and follow that with a narrative describing that experience.  Once again the question is what did they do?  The row of small boxes allows you to check off some common roles so definitely use those if they apply.  Then you will confirm that none of your principals are related parties to your HUB or nonprofit.  The final box there is a repeated reminder of the narratives that you must have as a part of your documentation.  Affirmative answers to these items will indicate a 2 point result.



Sponsor Characteristics, cont’d 

Free Light Stock Photos 8 Stock Photo:  Photo credit freeimages.com/Stratsan 
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The criteria for one point are contained in Part 2.  Select your sponsor type from the first two blanks and then affirmatively answer the last two.  These indicate the single point for having your HUB or nonprofit provide your on-site tenant services.  If Material Participation is more than you want to commit to you still have the option of one Sponsor point for on-site services and accepting this point using a nonprofit does not place you in the Nonprofit Set-Aside.



Question Stop 

photo credit: hans-johnson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/69825860@N04/35022652411">100 Series_103F_1</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">(license)</a> 
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Less creepy, unless you have a thing about trains.  Let’s clear some questions.



Tab 37, Organizational Charts 
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Before you now is the organizational chart example from Tab 37 and this example gives you a basic layout of what an organizational chart should look like.  Please keep in mind that your organizational charts should show the entire ownership of your owner, developer and guarantor and your percentages must add up to 100% of the ownership for each organization.  So we will be looking for 3 charts and if one is missing, that’s a deficiency.  Also they need to be complete.  Don’t leave any of your small percentage holders out because we need to account for everyone in the ownership, 100% of it.  We’d also like for you to indicate who, in your structures, exercises no control.  That will help us when you don’t provide Applicant Eligibility forms or Previous Participation forms for them.  If we see them designated as having no control, we won’t worry about the form not being there.  If we don’t see that then that’s a deficiency too.  Barely anything changes with org charts but some of you have not forgotten that 10% or less provision that allowed you to leave low percentage-holders off.  That’s been gone for a few years now but we still get people who think it’s still a thing.  It’s not.  If you read the rule, you will find that the entire ownership must appear on the charts and deficiencies result when charts are incomplete.  Try to dismiss that 10% thing from your minds.  We need every person and thing in the ownership, on the charts.



Tab 38, List of Organizations 
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The next form is closely related to the organizational charts and this form, the List of Organizations and Principals must MATCH the organizational charts.  When we compare the structure of each organization on this form, the structure of each organization here must match the corresponding structure on the charts.  Make an effort with this one.  It’s very easy to get lost and very easy to think you’ve entered something when you haven’t.  Also, if your organization has initials, then the entry on the form must have the same initials.  And don’t get mad at us when we don’t send you a list telling you exactly what to change.  We can’t do that.  We used to try to be that helpful but because of it backfiring on us enough over the years, we’ve taken several steps back and we no longer tell you what your mistakes are.  We simply tell you that things aren’t consistent and we say that quite often with this form.  All I can advise you to do is what I do to review this form and that is put them site by side and compare the structures name by name, position by position and make sure that 100% of the structure is in the numbered lines per entity.  This is just one you’re going to have to put your detail-oriented people on because if there’s a discrepancy, we’re going to find it.



Tab 39, Previous Participation 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>  
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The next form, checked against the org chart, is the Previous Participation form.  This is another that you’ll type in and we need this form for each entity and person (who holds a position of control, remember) on the owner, developer and guarantor charts. No change to this form; just read one and two and complete accordingly.  The form will fit on one page if your lists are short.  If you have a very long list, feel free to create a separate page where your myriad developments can be listed.  It is very important that the names on your org charts, List of Organizations and Previous Participation forms all MATCH.  We will not assume that Robert and Bobby are the same person.  We’ll write a deficiency so that you can confirm whether this is the same person, and that’s one that you could avoid by using the same name wherever a person’s name is given. 



Tab 40, Nonprofit Participation 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>  
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Tab 40 is for those with nonprofit organizations in your structure and the form opens by giving you the opportunity to indicate whether you are willing to become part of the Nonprofit Set-Aside if we need more deals in order to completely allocate the credits in it.  Failing to do that means big trouble for us so we definitely will do what we must to meet it.  Our selected method is to recruit potential nonprofit applicants to become part of the set-aside when we find we’re short.  For those of you who select the first box and elect to make your deal available for this option, it could mean an allocation where you may not otherwise be competitive for one.  If you have a nonprofit in your structure and you absolutely, without doubt do not want to be pulled into the Nonprofit Set-Aside, you will select the second box there and your name will not be uttered when the conversation happens.



Tab 40, Nonprofit Participation, cont’d 
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Whether you intend to participate in the Nonprofit Set-Aside or not, if you have a nonprofit in your structure you still must complete this form.  The second part of the form allows you to tell us basic details like name, tax exempt status and whether it’s a joint venture or under the control of a for-profit entity.  After that you’ll tell us about the nonprofit’s role in the development and a little about what it will be doing as part of your organization.  



Tab 40, Nonprofit Participation, cont’d 

photo credit: Paul Watson <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/51035609331@N01/3992381">30th January 2005</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>  
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And then finally, when you fill in your board members in the last section, remember that we will be checking this against your org charts so your board list here should be consistent with your board list there.  



Tab 41, Nonprofit Checklist  

Free Light Bulb Stock Photo:  Photo credit - freeimages.com/MatthewBowden 
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Tab 41 is the checklist for the nonprofit tab and if you’re part of the set-aside, these are the things we need from you.  You need your IRS determination letter, a Third Party Legal Opinion that includes all of the statements required by the rule. Please be sure that your attorney uses the CURRENT template for the legal opinion.  There are certain statements that MUST be made in that letter and we often find that an old template has been used.  Be sure and get the current template for 2018 especially because there HAS been a change to the declarations that are required. So the old templates will serve to generate deficiencies only.  Please instruct your attorneys to use the new version.And then you need the nonprofit’s financial statement and remember we want the latest audited one and that may mean 2015.  If it’s the last audited one you have, it will do for us.  And finally your board member residence statement should confirm that your board members live the required distance from the development.  



Tab 42, Development Team Members 
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Tab 42 is the Development Team form.  This is an old one and there’s just one change.  We want to know who your Title Company is, so be sure to fill that out.  Let’s look at the (click) Cost Estimator blank.  The name you put here should match the one on the Cost Schedule, as was mentioned earlier. This form won’t generate too many deficiencies unless you have an inconsistency that we find.  Other than that we’ll take you word for whatever you put here.  Two places that spring to mind, though, that can easily cause a problem are the Cost Estimator blank and the Architect blank.  We’ll look at your Architect specifically because we compare that to your Architect Certification.  So there are potential inconsistencies associated with this form that can earn a deficiency for your Application.   I didn’t just make that part up. Beyond that, fill this out as completely as you can.  We are aware that some of the positions won’t be filled yet so “TBD” is acceptable for those spots and again, we’ll take your word for that when we see it.



Tab 43, Architect Certification 
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And as we just mentioned, the Architect Certification is the very next tab.  It has changed  so, as always, use the current form and make sure that the architect who signs this is the one you name on the Development Team Members form OR that he or she is from the same firm.  Now we had a time with this form last year because of some language that was missed.    



Tab 43, Architect Statements 
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Pesky little paragraphs like this were ignored in far too many Applications in 2017.  And again, when you miss things like this, it calls into question whether the certification was actually read.  As I said last year, not a trick question, it’s just suggestive.  When the form indicates that you have attached a statement addressing one thing or the other, then we’re going to be looking for that statement.  If the statement isn’t there, then we have to ask for it and that’s one deficiency that you could avoid very easily.  The main advice here is to read this certification and  if separate narratives are called for, make sure that your architect is aware of that and gives them to you.  When the form says a statement is attached, then a statement should be attached.  



Tab 44, Experience 

• Certificates from 2014 – 2018 are acceptable. 
• Turn in requests as soon as possible. 
• Certifications are issued for persons only. 
• Documentation requirements are still steady 

since 2014. 
• Must have a Principle with an Experience Cert 

before being awarded. 
• Components of certification are, Role, Unit Count 

and Completion/Placement in Service. 
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Tab 44 is where your Experience form is located and also where your Experience Certification letter will go.  The documentation requirements for this haven’t changed for another year, that’s wonderful news, as it allows certificates from 2014 to now to still be good.    If you haven’t got a current on or one that falls within the acceptable range, turn that request in as soon as possible so that Elizabeth can get those back to you.  Remember that only persons receive certifications.  They will not be issued to companies and each Application must have a Principal who has been certified in their structure.  Documentation for certificates will fill three components and those are Role of the person being certified, the unit count for the developments that they’re claiming credit for and proof that those units were completed and placed in service. 



Components of a Successful 
Experience Application 

• Role - Role refers to whether your person was a principal of the owner or 
developer for the units you want counted or if they were in a decision-
making, document-signing role for the units that you want to have them 
credited with.  

• Unit Count -  Unit count refers to evidence confirming the full number of 
units in the relevant development.  The count is supported through 
evidence, not created for the experience app, that verifies how many units 
there are.  A page from the LURA will do that.  A G704 may do that too if it 
shows the total units completed. It should be something that exists 
without regard for the Experience Application and shows the unit count.  

• Completion/Placement In Service - Completion/Placement in Service 
verifies that the development was finished and is operating.  8609s are 
good for this as well as COs.  An online ad would do this too.   
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The three components of a successful Experience App are a distillation  of the instructions of §10.204(6).   Remember earlier that we told you that evidence may have components and you need to answer all of those components before you consider that item finished.  The Experience certification is one of those things.  You need to cover each component for all of the units that you want counted toward your person and if you have more than one development that you plan to use, then you will have to be sure that your evidence is complete and that you’ve met all of the components for both complexes. Please send your experience applications to Elizabeth Henderson as soon as possible and if you have any questions give her a call. 



Tab 44, Experience 
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The form for experience gives you your evidence options and we are looking for one of these things to appear behind the tab.    



Tab 44, DUNS Number and Davis Bacon  
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The rest of Tab 44 is for Direct Loan.  If you have your sights set on that, you’ll complete this part of the form as appropriate and submit the documents that  pertain to each of these things.



Tab 45, Credit Limit, Pt. 1 & 2 
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Tab 45 is the Credit Limit Part 1 and 2 and this form presents us with unique problems each year.  This is another one that must match your organizational charts and that means everything on those must be on here.  You have to be careful with this form because the lines are pretty small and if your charts are complicated, it is very easy to miss something.  This is  not one of the forms that you can leave people off of if they are a noncontrolling party.  Everybody goes on this one.  You will see that column b there asks whether the person you’ve listed has another deal in the current round.  For each “Yes” that you put there, you will need to complete a Pt. 2.  This form must be signed and dated.



Tab 45, Credit Limit, Pt. 2 
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Part 2 is pretty simple as well, and again you need this for every part of your structure who has another deal in this round.  Enter their name at the top, check the boxes that indicate the role or roles that they play, and enter the information about their competing deals in the lines where indicated.  Some of your partners will be doing more than one thing so mark each box that applies.  That’s a common mistake.  



Tab 45, Credit Limit, Pt. 2 
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Moving on to the 2nd half of the Pt. 2 form, the first line you see sits in the middle of the form and asks who is authorized to terminate this Application.  We want to know who you have agreed can give that order to us.  Someone has to be designated as the one with the power to pull the Application and each form must show the same person as having been selected.  We won’t do it at anyone else’s request and only one person can be named.   Finally at the bottom, the signature of the person that this form is for and the name at the very top of the form, must match.  We’ve had forms signed by the wrong person turned in before.  If you are authorized to sign for more than one entity from the structure, it is possible to use one form for yourself and all of them.  That’s acceptable.  If you’re not sure do each separately and don’t forget to date the form and each person must sign for themselves or provide power of attorney for the person signing for them.  That’s been done.One more thing about this form.  Adjust your page breaks so that you get one form per page please.  This one is prone to having the top of one form show up at the bottom of the one before it with signature lines in the middle of the page, it gets bad on some of these.  Break your pages such that one form fits on one page and doesn’t run over onto the next one.    



Tab 46, Community Input 

photo credit: Wouter de Bruijn <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/26646199@N05/34218894490">Work No. 1820 - Martin Creed</a> via <a 
href="http://photopin.com">photopin</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/">(license)</a>   
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Tab 46 is where your evidence of community support belongs and there are a few ways that you can show that your locality supports your deal coming to the area.  The first opportunity comes in the form of your local government support resolution.  You will receive 17 points for a resolution stating support for your development.  If they express “no objection” to your development, that will be worth 14 points.   If they express objection or opposition, that’s worth zero points.  There are no negative points for this item.  Who must you get your resolution from?  Depends on where your site is located.  If you’re within a municipality, then their governing body must issue it.  It you’re in an ETJ, then the municipality and the county must issue it.  If you’re in an unincorporated area, no municipality at all, then your county must issue it.  The wording is important so if they give you a resolution that is softly worded and you’re forced to infer support, you’re not getting 17 points for that.  They must use the word “support” in order for 17 points to be awarded.  Anything less will get fewer points so be clear with your local governments about that.  Most have been through this already so you shouldn’t run into trouble and even new ones to this just might ask you to word the important part for them so this shouldn’t be difficult to get right.  The second option there is Support from your State Representative.  A Texas State Rep’s letter of support is worth 8 points and a letter of opposition is in fact worth negative 8 points.  You can lose points on this item.  Neutrality is worth zero points and if your Rep’s office is vacant, this is considered neutral and will be worth zero points as well.  Letters cannot be retracted once they’re turned in. One thing that is new this year is that the Rep’s support can be based on the support of the community.  The letter must still state that the Rep supports the Development. 



Tab 46, Community Input 
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The third source of Community Input points is Input from Community Organizations.  This item is for your local civic and community service organizations to state that they support your development coming to the community that they serve.  There are a few components to a submission that will earn points under this item.  The max you can get is 4, each support letter is worth two and opposition letters are worth negative 1, but we all know nobody is going to turn in an opposition letter on their own Application.  Please be advised, however, that you need more than a letter in order to get these points.  Very often we go into this tab and find nothing but letters there.  A letter alone with no back-up is worth zero points.  If you want points, your letter must be accompanied by other things.



Input From Community Organizations 
• Letter must express support for the 

development at its proposed location. 
• Proof of tax-exempt status and evidence of 

currency. 
• Evidence of location or activity in the city of 

the development. 
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Your letters of support from community organizations cannot come in alone and get points.  The letter itself is not enough.  There are things that must come with that letter and if they are NOT there remember, this is a point item, which means no second chance to earn points.  Barring any board action, you have to get this right the first time.  So, WITH your support letter must come, first of all, a firm, specific statement of support.  Your letter can’t be vague, they must say they support the development.  From there we move on to your backup.  There must be a separate document that provides proof of the organization’s tax-exempt status. Stating it in the letter is not enough.  You’re going to hear that again in just a second.  We also need evidence that the tax-exempt status is current.  The next thing you must prove is that the organization either has an address or provides services in the community of the development.  Here we go, stating it in the letter is not enough.  You must have a separate document that proves that the organization has activity or an address within the community of the development.  The evidence must show city names or addresses related to the organization’s activity and not just what they do but where they do it. The organization’s website is usually the best place to find this kind of information.



Where do I find evidence that the tax-exempt 
status is current? 
Federal Status 
https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/ 
State Status 
https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/exempt/sear
ch.php 
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Input From Community Organizations 

https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/
https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/exempt/search.php
https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/exempt/search.php


Input From Property Owners Assoc. 

• Two points available. 
 

• The POA must have been created for a master 
planned community, whose boundaries 
include the Development Site. 
 

• Cannot be a Neighborhood Organization. 
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§11.9(d)(6)(B) provides for Property Owners Associations to have a chance to support or oppose a development when it is located within the boundaries of a master planned community.  If there is such a POA, then a letter from them will get you two points.
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Input from Special Management 
Districts 

• Two points available. 
 

• Boundaries of the Special Management 
District include the Development Site on 
March 1. 
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§11.9(d)(6)(C) allows for Special Management Districts to provide a support letter for two points as well and if your site sits within a district on March 1, two points can be available to you.



Question Stop 
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Stop, Hammer Time to clear some questions!



Tab 47, Third Party Reports 
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Tab 47 is our Third Party Report tab and this is the top of the form for it.  It is not, however where we look for the reports themselves.  As you all know, Third Party Reports are submitted as separate files, they should NOT all be jammed behind this tab.  The reports will be posted on the website along with the other Application documents.  Make sure your providers are aware of this.This form, however, does remind you of which reports are required overall and provides a place where you CAN put your PMA map. Not all reports will apply to everyone equally. For example existing USDA deals don’t need an ESA. PCAs only apply to rehabs. Appraisals apply to rehabs and CAN apply to new constructions with identities of interest. 10.205 gives you the details.  A quick mention here that now, the Primary Market Area map must include the definition of the area based on census tracts and site coordinates in decimal degrees, the area of PMA in square miles and have a list of census tracts that are included. So pass that along to your Market Analysts so that they include all of that with the map. Remember that all of your reports are due with your full app EXCEPT the full market study and also be sure that your report providers include the required statements about material benefit, the rules that were followed in preparing the report and reliance. Look for these statements BEFORE you accept a report as final. As old as this requirement is now, we are still having to write it up too often.  



Tab 47, Third Party Reports 
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Part 2 of the form pertains to Direct Loan only and involves the status of your environmental clearance.  If you haven’t gotten it yet, you’ll tell us who you intend to have do it.  This is another part where we pretty much take your word for whatever you put here.



Tab 47, Third Party Reports 
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Parts 3 through 6 gives you space to enter you report preparer’s name and the date of the report.   A reminder here of something we said earlier about your third party reports.  If your provider intends for their report to not be posted online with the rest of your full application, they will need to include that declaration, where it can be easily located, either in or with the report that they have created.  If this request is made with the full Application, it will be honored.  If it does not come in with the original submission, it cannot be opted for later.  Remind your report preparers of this timing when you contract with them and if they wish to keep their report confidential, we must receive that in writing with the full Application.



Mystery Bookmarks 

Scoring Notice RFAD RFI Board Action Deficiencies 
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And finally, you will find at the end of your converted Excel document, that there are 9 bookmarks that you don’t need to put anything behind.  They aren’t numbered but they are the latest addition, new last year, to the full application layout.  These are places where the named documents will be placed within the Application.  



Mystery Bookmarks, cont’d 

MFDL Awd. 
Public 

Comment 
Commitment 

Notice 
Carryover 
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Determination 
Notice 
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Just leave these bookmarks in place and don’t worry about putting anything behind them.  The items that end up behind these will be placed there by Department staff only and they will appear online when the Applications are updated every night.



The End 
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And with that, we have come to our little gift to you, the end of our presentation.  We’re here for any questions that may come to you later so feel free to give us a call.  A number of the questions we’ve received today may be part of our FAQ so everyone will have a chance to see what was said and benefit from the answers. Questions that were not answered today may be included in the FAQ, as applicable, or may be included in other correspondence.  If you have employees or others who you’d like to experience this presentation, the webinar will be posted on the TDHCA website for public viewing.  Thank you for attending and enjoy the rest of your day.
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